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One man one Mountain, but so 
many things to think about, things 
like quality, weight, warmth, depen 
dability, the list goes on. Winter 
climbing places extreme demands 
on the man, the team, and the 
equipment. The experienced 
mountaineer knows what to look 
for, they've been coming to us for 
some time now, to all the others 
we offer the finest in equipment 
and advice . Come in and take a 
look at what we have to offer. Then 
choose your gear, one man's gear, 
the best gear, from the best people. 

frank Davies 
The Climber's Shop, Ambleside. Tel : 2297 

The 
Mountain Shop 
7 Snowhill Ringway, Birmingham 4. 
Tel: Cen: 6816 

Centresport 
40 Woodhouse Lane, Leeds 2. Tel : 31024 

At Last! Strong, All Metal ICE AXES 
at a moderate price £5.75, £5.35 f~~r~r 
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EAGLE- - - Superb for self-arrest on both hard snow and 
ice. Chop with adze. 

THUNDERBIRD- -- Superb for self-arrest also. Chop 
with both adze and pick. 

patent pending 

PAR BAT - - - Similar to Nanga Parbat of Stubai, Everest 
of Ralling, and others 

CHROME MOLY steel heads heat-treated to Re 31-37. 
High-strength ALUMINIUM ALLOY tubular shafts. 
High-strength spike design, with no ferrule joint. Both 
head and shaft coated with Neoprene-base for grip, 
heat insulation, and orange colour. Lightweight, one 
pound twelve ozs. (790 gm) 32.5 " length. 

Plus packing and postage £0.40 in U.K., £0.60 each 
to the Continent. The quantity price is available to 
anyone ; join with your friends. Any mix of heads and 
lengths : 55, 65, 75, 77.5, 80, 82.5, 85, 87.5, 90, 93, 
96 cm. Supplied with glide ring and wrist strap. 
Polished heads on special order, £2.00 extra . 
Introductory prices. 

If not already on our mailing list, send self-addressed 
stamped long envelope for Issue 4 of our Newsletter 
describing our work in ice axe testing and design. 
Send £0.20 without the envelope for issues 1, 2, 3, 
and 4. 

MOUNTAIN SAFETY RESEARCH, INC. 
35 Progress Road, Leigh-on-Sea, Essex, England 

j 
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SALEWA 
8 MUNCHEN 15, THALKIRCHNERSTR. 47 W.GERMANY 
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DON WHILLANS LECTURES ON 
THE SOUTH WEST FACE OF EVEREST 
AT THE ALBERT HALL, NOTTINGHAM 
Tuesday, 28th of September, at 7.30 p .m . Tickets 50p from: Camp and 
Sports, Shakespeare Street, and Clements Pianos, 19-23 Derby Road. 

Groombridge Cafe and Climbing Shop Re-opens 
Terry and Julie Tullis are back to serve the needs of climbers using 
Harrison's Rocks. 
Open 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. on Saturdays and Sundays. 
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Information 
Poor Himalayan season. Expeditions fail on Llotse Shar, Manas/u, 
Gangapurna, Dhaulagiri 4, Pumori, Annapurna 2 and Everest. 
French team climb new route on Makalu. 

GREATER HIMALAYA 

NEPAL 
Everest 
The International Expedition, 
perhaps the most publicized 
mountaineering event since the 
Eiger Direct attempt, finally 
petered out in late May, some
what short of its goal. 
The popular press and other 
media mentioned the possibility 
of a summit push , but Whillans 
and Haston, and the Japanese 
climbers Uemura and Ito, never 
actually got established high 
enough for this. A camp above 
the Rock Band would have been 
desirable as a starting point for 
a summit push, but all that was 
achieved was a few fixed ropes 
on the Band itself. 
After Harsh Bahuguna 's death, a 
bad storm immobilized the whole 
expedition for about ten days. 
During this period, the West 
Ridge party decided (not 
unanimously) to change its 
objective to the South Col 
route. The storm left a trail of 
illnesses, however, and with 
the sherpa ranks fully extended 
the leaders saw that it would 
be impossible to achieve success 
on both routes. The question of 
which route was therefore put to 
the vote: all but four members 
of the expedition elected to go 
on via the South West Face, 
which had always been the 
primary objective. At this point, 
Mazaud, Mauri and the 
Vauchers, the four who had 
hoped to reach the summit 
via the South Col, left the 
expedition in protest, amid some 
impassioned and 
recriminatory scenes . 
The attempt on the face 
progressed steadily, but soon 
the ranks of fit climbers were 
further thinned by a bout of 
glandular fever that gradually 
spread from Base to the higher 
camps. The leader, Norman 
Dyhrenfurth, who had been 
directing climbing operations, 
became so ill that he was sent 
home by the expedition's doctors. 
Effective leadership on the 
mountain passed to Whillans, 
while Roberts continued to keep 
the supply lines running smoothly 
from Base. 
The Face Route, though nowhere 
extremely difficult, was long 
and had an overall feeling of 
seriousness akin to the 
Eigerwand . The continual bad 
weather, and the low 
temperatures, made progress 
slow, but the route was 
eventually established up to the 
Rock Band, and then up the ice 
ramp that runs up to the right 
hand edge of the face. Camp 6 
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was established near the top of 
this ramp. 

Many members of the expedition 
had believed that the skyline 
was the edge of the South Ridge, 
and were unaware of the 
existence of another face 
between the South West Face 
and the South Ridge. From 
above Camp 6, Whillans was 
able to observe this part 
of the mountain and was 
amazed to find that easy-
angled scree slopes ran all the 
way across to the South Ridge. 
It would have been possible to 
have climbed these to gain the 
easy route just below the South 
Summit. Declining this soft 
option, however, Whillans and 
Haston continued up the face until, 
after fixing about 300ft . of rope 
up an ice gully passing through 
the Rock Band, fatigue and lack 
of strong support forced them 
to retire. The cumulative effects 
of illness, slow build-up of 
supplies, consistently bad 
weather, and the eventual 
fatigue of the top climbers 
{who had been above 25,000ft. 
for over three weeks) , proved 
too much, and failure was 
conceded at a point 1,800ft. 
below the summit, about 
1,200ft. higher than the previous 
Japanese high point. 
The failure was eagerly 
devoured by the popular press, 
and the expedition was 
denounced in many quarters as 
a fiasco and a shambles. Every 
climber who returned in 
civilisation was harried for 
critical statements. Mazaud's 
embittered anti-British remarks 
were headlined at a crucial stage 
in the Common Market talks, 
and the overall impression was 
of an expedition rent with 
acrimony and bad feeling . Even 
the generally highly-diplomatic 
Lord Hunt was caught off his 
guard, criticizing the 
expedition's leadership and 
the project's idealism. 

In fact, despite the huge size 
of the expedition , with all its 
attendant commercial aspects ; 
despite the questionable worth 
of the route ; and despite the 
disruption caused for a short 
time by the South Col group, 
the overall aim - the 
international ideal - did not 
fall far short of realization . 

• Beto re and after the brief 
disagreement about the route, 
the expedition was very 
harmonious, and many strong 
friendships developed . The 
differences were those of 
personality, not of nationality. 
The fact is that American, 
Austrian, British, German, 
Indian, Japanese, Norwegian, 

Polish and Swiss climbers 
worked together in the punishing 
conditions of Everest for over 
two months, without acrimony. 
Perhaps the success of an 
expedition should be weighed 
in other currency than summits 
on occasion. 
Makalu: West Ridge 
The French team led by Robert 
Paragot climbed the ridge in 
May. The difficulties were not 
great and, except for a steep 
rock step at about 25,000ft. 
which involved some artificial 
climbing, the climbers had few 
problems. Bad weather was the 
main irritant. Two climbers -
Seigneur and Mel let - eventually 
reached the summit, while Jean 
Paul Paris, climbing without 
oxygen, was able to accompany 
them to the summit ridge. The 
route is shown in profile on the 
left side of the photograph 
on page 12. 
Correspondent: John Cleare 

Elsewhere in Nepal the poor 
season took its toll, and the 
Japanese expeditions to 
Annapurna 2, Dhaulagiri 4, 
Gangapurna and Pumori all 
failed, as did the South Korean 
attempts on L!otse Shar and 
Manaslu. 

RUSSIA 
A number of good climbs were 
recorded in the Caucasus and 
the Pamirs last season. The 
Russians appear to excel on big 
mixed routes on high peaks. 
Their concentration on fitness, 
their adherence to strict 
schedules, and their willingness 
to bivouac in uncomfortable 
situations for days on end, seem 
to reap results. 
So far, the only expeditions from 
Western Europe that have made 
regular visits to Russian ranges 
have been from Germany, but 
last year a British party managed 
to do a new route of great 
quality in the Caucasus during 
a very brief visit. 

CAUCASUS 
Shkhara: West Summit 
A party of four climbers from 
the Mirianischwili Climbing 
School made a very difficult 
new route up the vertical South 
Face. The climb, which is about 
4,000ft , is mainly on snow
encrusted rock. The party used 
180 pitons and made five 
bivouacs. 
Pie Schurovsky: North Face 
Paul Nunn, Hamish Macinnes and 
Chris Wood established a very 
hard mixed route up the face. 
Two bivouacs were made during 
the climb and a further one 
during the descent. There was 
a serious deterioration in 

weather conditions during the 
ascent, and the trio had to put 
in some anxious hours of rapid 
climbing in order to finish the 
route, which was about 3,000ft. 
Tschantschachi: North Face 
Four Russians established a 
route up this magnificent 
4,000ft. face. The climb, which 
alternates from elegant ice 
slopes to icy rock climbing, took 
seven days, of which three were 
spent at half height, weathering 
out a storm. 

PAMIRS 
Pie Communism (24,590ft.) 
The summit of the highest peak 
in the Soviet Union was reached 
by six teams following various 
routes. One party of five 
established a direct route up 
the South West Face. The climb, 
which took 15 days, involved 200 
pitons and 150 hours of 
climbing. Another team of five 
climbed the coveted South East 
Ridge - something akin to a 
long Route Major - in ten days. 
Both climbs are about 8,000ft. 
long. 
Pie Kirow: West Face 
Five Ukranians took eight days 
to climb the 8,000ft. face of this 
virgin summit. 
Pie October (22,244ft.) 
A team of five climbers made a 
6,000ft. direct route on the 
East Face. This was again a 
long mixed route, yet it 
consumed· 90,pitbns. 
Pie Schait: N.E. Face 
Another 6,000ft. route 
predominantly of rock, this had 
defeated several previous 
attempts. It eventually succumbed 
in the face of five days· climbing 
and 120 pitons. 
Pie Engels (21,359ft.) 
In the course of a ten -day 
expedition, a party climbed the 
North Face and then traversed 
to Pie. Karl Marx. 
Similar routes were established 
on Pie. Karl Marx (North Face), 
Pie. Tschantara (North Face) 
and Pie. Korschenewskoi 
(South Ridge) . All were very 
long and apparently quite hard. 

TIEN SHAN 
Pie Pobeda (24,407ft.) 
This was visited by seven 
expeditions this season, but 
luckily without the carnage of 
previous years (see Mountain 11) . 
A team of seven, led by a 
woman, opened up a new North 
Ridge route. This route was also 
followed by two other teams -
six Muscovites and a party of 
eight from Leningrad. 
The hardest ascent of the year 
was accomplished by a team of 
seven Moscow climbers led by 
W. lwanow. They made the first 



Poles make first winter ascent of the Eckpfeiler. 
Desmaison under fire for Jorasses attempt. 

ascent of the North Flank and 
then traversed the entire Pobeda 
massif, taking in six summits in 
eleven days. 

NORTH AMERICA 

Mt. Rainier: North Face 
In mid - May, Jim Wickwire and 
Ed Boulton made the second 
ascent of the Central Rib on the 
4,000ft. Willis Wall (the first 
ascent was made by Caldwell 
and Dix in 1964). The pair 
encountered almost continual 
hard ice-climbing, together with 
ice avalanches and intermittent 
rock fall. At 13,000ft. they were 
forced to bivouac for two days 
during a violent storm. Seven 
days were spent on the 
mountain, two being on the 
wall itself. 

YOSEMITE 
Poor weather dominated the 
spring season in the Valley, 
forcing parties to retreat on 
numerous occasions. El Capitan 
has commanded intense interest, 
and parties were queuing up to 
attempt The Nose. Retreats and 
failures here were even more 
numerous than usual, as snow 
and sleet storms augmented the 
toll extorted by the now
familiar 'mind problems·. 
The most interesting El Capitan 
climb was the second ascent of 
the Heart Route, in six days, 
by Jim Dunn, Andrew Embick 
and Roy Kligfield. Salathe Wall 
had two ascents, that by Mead 
Hargis and Del Young being 
done in a very rapid two-and-a
half days. Out of about 
two dozen attempts on The Nose , 
only three were successful; one 
was by a husband-and-wife 
team guided by Royal Robbins. 
Elsewhere on El Capitan, 
Dihedral Wall, West Buttress 
and North America Wall all had 
one ascent each, the last by 
Dunn and Bill Westbay. 
All this concentration on El 
Capitan has meant less activity 
on the other Valley climbs, just 
a few routes being used as 
warm-up exercises. The Prow, 
on Washington Column, is 
currently popular, and Steve 
Arsenault made a solo ascent. 

ROCKY MOUNTAINS 
Angel's Landing 
Last September two new routes 
were established on Angel's 
Landing which is situated in the 
Zion National Park (a sort of 
'Sandstone Yosemite') . The East 
Face (12 pitches, Grade 5, F9, 
A3) was climbed by Jeff Lowe 
and Bruce Roghaar. Fifteen bolts 
were used, but the route also 
involved a good deal of free 
climbing . Lowe, this time with 
Cactus Brown, also climbed the 

North Face (two-and-a-half 
days, Grade 6, F9, A3) , using 
twenty bolts. He thought the 
route comparable to Yosemite's 
West Face of Sentinel Rock, in 
terms of its difficulty and quality. 
Grand Teton: West Face 
George, Jeff, Gregg and Dave 
Lowe completed most of the 
West Face, via Black Ice 
Couloir, during three days in 
February. From the couloir they 
continued up the steep final 
cliffs to a ledge only a couple of 
pitches below the summit. Here, 
hoar frost 4ft. thick forced them 
to make a traverse off to the 
Upper Saddle, a move which 
involved several pitches of very 
hard ice climbing. 
Correspondents: Bertulis, Jones 
and Lowe 

AUSTRALIA 

Mt. Buffalo Gorge 
The second ascent of Ozymandias 
was made by Alan and Geoff 
Gledhill. They were forced to 
place a bolt on the third pitch, 
but subsequently eliminated it 
during an attempt on a direct 
finish a few weeks later. 
Candlestick 
Reg Williams, Lyle Cross, 
Mendelt Tillema and Col 
Hocking recently made the first 
pure ascent of the Candlestick, 
the Totem Pole's impressive big 
brother off the South Coast of 
Tasmania. The first ascent was 
made several years ago by 
members of the Climbers' Club 
of Tasmania. By suspending a 
rope on hydrogen balloons and 
floating it over the stack, they 
managed to get a giant aerial 
ropeway over the top of the 
column . The far end of the rope 
was anchored to an island 
beyond the stack. The top was 
then reached by tyrolean 
traverse. 
The recent ascent, though 
rather more orthodox, was not 
without incident. After a hard 
swim to the base of the stack, 
the climbers underwent trial by 
fire on a near-disastrous bivouac. 
In an attempt to reduce the 
proportions of a camp-fire they 
had made, they threw a number 
of burning logs over the edge of 
the cliff. Instead of falling into 
the sea, however, the logs 
caught in some vegetation about 
20ft. below the climbers. The 
threat of a human barbecue was 
only averted by bombing the 
ensuing blaze with rocks. 
On the return, the sea was too 
rough to permit a swim-off, and 
the climbers had to resort to an 
awkward, inclined prusik in 
order to make their escape. 
Correspondent: Chris Baxter 

The Grandes Jorasses. 1. L'lnceul (Desmaison and Flematty 
1968) 2. Route attempted by Desmaison and Gousseault this winter. 
3. The original 1938 route on the Walker Spur. Photo: John Cleare 

THE ALPS 

WINTER 1971 
Mt. Blanc: Grand Pilier 
d'Angle 
Four Polish climbers, Andrzej 
Dvorak, Januz Kurczab, Andrzej 
Mroz and Tadeusz Piotrowski, 
made the first winter ascent of 
the Bonatti/ Gobbi route, during 
the period March 5th-11th. 
After one abortive attempt the 
four returned and climbed the 
route, only to be caught by a 
violent storm when they arrived 
on the final slopes of Mt. Blanc 
de Courmeyeur. These slopes, 
which normally only take a few 
hours to ascend, slowed the 
climbers so much that they were 
forced to make another bivouac. 
On the 11th they forced their 
way over the summit and reached 
the Vallot Hut at 8.30 p.m. 
Mroz and Kurczab descended 
the following day by the Aig. de 
Gouter and sent a helicopter up 
to rescue their frostbitten 
companions. 
This is one of the hardest winter 

climbs so far achieved in the 
Mt. Blanc range . 
Grandes Jorasses 
In February, Serge Gousseault 
died after a storm on the 
Walker Spur, where he was 
attempting a new route. His 
companion, Rene Desmaison, 
who survived the incident, has 
recently come under considerable 
criticism in French climbing 
circles. La Montagne, reporting 
on the rescue and on 
Desmaison's part in it, refers 
with scarcely veiled sarcasm to 
Desmaison's apparent ambition 
to complete the route despite 
his companion's obvious 
physical decline. Later 
Desmaison resigned from the 
Guides' Union when it failed to 
defend him against critical 
newspaper reports. The general 
charge is that 24-year-old 
Gousseault was too young and 
inexperienced to have embarked 
on such an arduous climb, and 
that Desmaison should have 
taken note of his companion's 
progressive decline and 
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Scott and Lee add a new route to Strone Ulladale. 
Hard new climbs discovered on Clogwyn du'r Arddu and 
Anglesey by Boysen, Alcock and others. 

retreated earlier. He is also said 
to have given confusing signals 
to the rescue helicopters, hence 
retarding the rescue operation . 
Finally, although he denies the 
fact, he is charged with callously 
photographing his companion's 
death. 
As in every such case, however, 
there are other sides to the 
story. The climbers were very 
close to success (see photo) 
when they were caught by the 
storm. Retreat might well have 
been considerably more 
hazardous than pressing on. 
With regard to Gousseault's 
supposed inexperience, the 
issue is debatable. Not only 
was he a guide, but he had also 
made the first solo ascent of 
the Gervasutti Pillar. To such 
a man it should have been 
obvious at the outset that their 
project was an extremely bold 
one, and that the issue was 
likely to be finely balanced. 
The photographing of one's 
companion during an epic is not 
unknown. A professional climber 
like Desmaison would certainly 
wish to record any major climb 
on film, and if both men had been 
rescued alive his action would 
not have been questioned . 
During the Freney Pillar 
disaster, Bonatti took 
photographs of climbers who 
eventually died, and he was not 
subsequently criticized . 
Desmaison was censured for his 
part in the Dru rescue several 
years ago (again for keeping 
his eye firmly fixed on the 
commercial potential of the 
event). Nevertheless, he and 
his companions pulled off a 
fine rescue in difficult 
conditions . Whether rescuer or 
rescued, he seems incapable of 
escaping the disapprobation of 
his peers. 

Ago di Sciora: N.W. Arete 
Scarabell, Chiappa and Zocchi 
made a new route on the arete 
in March. 
Piz Cengalo: North Face 
Direct 
The climb of the Rusconi 
brothers, Tessari, Fabrica and 
Steinkotter, referred to in the 
last issue as a first winter 
ascent, was in fact a first ascent. 
Last winter the Rusconis made 
a very hard new climb on the 
Piz Badile. This route is hardly 
any easier. A mixed route, it 
nevertheless contained 
considerable rock difficulties. 
One section of 600 feet was 
consistently vertical or over
hanging . The climb took eight 
days and in all 120 pitons and 
50 wedges were used, but no 
bolts! The route has been called 
the Via Attilio Piacco and is just to 
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the left of the celebrated North 
Ridge route. 
Cima Scotoni: S.W. Face 
Italians Pilati, Chini, Loss and 
Degasper made the first winter 
ascent of the difficult 
Lacedelli/ Ghedina route over 
three days in December. 
Gran Vernel: N.E. Face 
(Marmolata) Italians Platter, 
Giambisi, Battista and Farnia 
made the first winter ascent. 
Sass Pordoi : N. W. Face 
F. Gira and G. Sachin made the 
first winter ascent. This is quite 
easy in summer but is a very 
difficult climb in winter conditions 
due to considerable icing. 
Campanile Basso: 
Fehrmann Route 
(Brenta) The first winter ascent 
was made in December by Italians 
Andreotti , Schini and Pedrotti. 
Crozzon di Brenta: N.E. Face 
Three Italian climbers, Sergio, 
Mariano and Donato, made the 
first winter ascent of the Aste 
Diedre during five days in March . 
On the final day the climbers 
had to fight their way to the 
summit through a fierce blizzard . 
The climb has been hailed as the 
hardest winter climb in the 
Dolomites for the last ten years. 

CORRECTIONS 
In our last issue we referred to 
an ascent of the Grand Capucin 
as the first winter ascent. In fact 
it was the second. The third 
climber on the Lyskamm ascent 
was Wolfgang Nairz and not Wolf 
as we reported . 

BRITISH ISLES 
SCOTLAND 
Strone Ulladale 
Doug Scott and Guy Lee added 
a new route to the crag during 
three days in early June. 
Sidewinder (550 feet, A5, HVS) 
takes the line originally 
attempted by Macinnes and 
Clough in 1969. Thirteen 
hours were spent preparing the 
first 165 feet of rock in wet 
conditions (A2 and A3). 
Believing that the continuation 
could be climbed free, the pair 
abseiled off. The following day 
they returned, climbed the 
short free section, and then took 
a route rather to the left of an 
obvious, yet blank, dihedral 
that had appeared the logical 
line from below. A barrier of 
overhangs near the top gave 
some very hard aid climbing (A5) . 
The pair finally completed the 
climb just before midnight, after 
18 hours of continual climbing . 
Scott reports the new climb 
to be considerably harder 
than his original Scoop Route. 

NORTH WALES 

Clogwyn du'r Arddu 
The usual feverish activity on 

existing routes has led to many 
reputedly hard climbs being 
relegated to the 'trade route ' 
category, but there have also 
been some new discoveries. 
Most notable is a new eliminate 
line on the West Buttress. The 
route, Syth (580ft., XS), goes up 
the overhangs above the start of 
Great Slab, follows a long 
groove up to the lower traverse 
of Great Slab, shares a stance 
with Bow, then forces a direct 
line up from the Top Traverse to 
the top of the cliff. The first 
three pitches were led variously 
by Martin Boysen and Dave 
Alcock, accompanied by Dave 
Jones and Alan Hunt. Alcock 
and Hunt returned a few days 
later and added the final two 
pitches (from the easy upper 
section of Great Slab to the top 
of the cliff). Roland Edwards and 
Ken Toms made a new direct 
finish to Bloody Slab. 
Alan Rouse and John Cardy 
climbed the long-awaited 
direct start to Sheaf, thus 
completing Sheaf Direct as yet 
another hard eliminate here
abouts. On the Lower Far East 
Buttress, Alcock and Hunt found 
another new climb 50ft. left of 
Little Krapper. The route, 
Gormod (220ft., XS) , uses two 
pegs and two slings for aid . 
Second ascents recorded include 
Chicane, Trapeze and Gemini, 
and there was a third ascent 
(not a second, as stated in 
Rocksport) of Naddyn Ddu. 
Gemini was found easier than 
expected, and Trapeze was 
thought better than is generally 
believed . 
Anglesey 
These cliffs enjoy all-year-round 
popularity, such is the length 
and excellence of much of the 
fare. Routes such as Mousetrap 
and A Dream of White Horses, 
to name just two, are now well 
known for their seriousness, 
position and grandeur, and their 
remarkably low level of technical 
difficulty - a combination that 
seems certain to ensure classic 
status for any route. 
Recent new climbs include an 
eliminate line on Falls Road 
(Bubbly's Situation Blues XS. 
200ft, by Ray Evans and Chris 
Rogers), and a route 
on the extreme right of 
the Yellow Wall. This is called 
Mirage (200ft. , HVS) and was 
manufactured by Lawrie 
Halliwell and Barry Whybrow. 
But perhaps the best of the 
recent routes is a steep wall 
climb to the left of Blind Pew. 
Martin Boysen, Dave Alcock 
and Dave Jones performed, and 
the new climb is a 240ft. XS. 
The interest, however, lies in the 

name. Unimpressed with the 
current vogue for pretentious, 
long-winded titles, the trio 
decided to make a stand for 
simplicity and brevity. 
Accordingly, they named their 
climb: Fifteen men on a dead 
man's chest. Yo ho ho and a 
bottle of rum. Drink and the 
Devil have done for the rest. 
Yo ho ho and a bottle of rum . 
Well! It is the Silly Season . 
Tremadoc 
Climbing together, Alan Rouse 
and Pete Minks soloed Vector . 
Minks also soloed Mangoletsi. 
Ogwen 
Accompanied by various 
partners, Dave Peers has been 
scouring the area for new lines. 
So far, apart from making a new 
climb on Clogwyn Du 
(Serendipity, 300ft., HVS) with 
M. Holway, and one on the 
Pinnacle Crag of Cwm Cwyion 
( The Chicken Run, 240ft., VS) 
with Mike Swaine, he has picked 
the much-sought line up the 
Pocket Wall of ldwal Buttress 
(250ft. , HVS) . 

OUTCROPS 
Helsby and Almscliff 
The noteworthy ascents of 
Beatnik and Wall of Horrors 
recently put both areas in the 
news. The climbs have now been 
repeated again : Beatnik by 
Martin Boysen, and Wall of 
Horrors by Tony Barley. 

SOUTH WEST ENGLAND 
Lundy Island 
At Easter, Peter Biven, Al 
Alvarez and Barrie Biven made a 
new route between Ulysses 
Factor and Focal Face (Lucifer, 
300ft., VS), and added another 
line on the cliffs well to the 
left of Ulysses Factor. 
The party also added direct 
finishers to Albion and Devil's 
Slide. 
In May, a second party added 
five new routes. Pat Littlejohn 
and Martin Chambers made two 
routes on the cliffs below the 
Old Light : the first, Albacore 
(200ft. , HVS) , is an obvious and 
elegant slab climb, while the 
second, Juggernaut (200ft, XS) , 
is a brutish crack system round 
the corner right of Albacore. 
The pair also climbed a short, 
steep crack - Ramrod (HVS) -
on the cliff to the south of the 
Old Battery. During the same 
visit, Frank Cannings and Ken 
Wilson unearthed two new climbs 
on the cliffs just north of the 
Devil's Slide . Magnificat 
(220ft., XS) is a hard and 
elegant climb with a poorly 
protected and very thin rib 
finish, while Performance 
(220ft., HVS), which is just to 
the left, is a long groove line. 



Grace Hoeman dies in Alaskan avalanche. 

Refreshing realism at 
Manchester Safety 
Conference 

This year's annual conference, 
which is organized jointly by the 
C.C.P.R. and the B.M.C., was 
held in Manchester. Though 
much of the material discussed 
by the various speakers was not 
new, several interesting points 
emerged. 
Dr. R. Kendell talked about 'The 
Psychological Element in 
Climbing Accidents' - a subject 
about which, he said, almost 
nothing was known. Statistical 
analysis of road accident figures 
shows that drivers contribute to 
85% of road accidents, the state 
of the vehicle to 33%, and the 
environment to 70%. Dr. Kendell 
suggested that climbing accidents 
might be similar - that is, that the 
climber himself contributes to 4 
out of 5. 
Are some individuals 'accident 
prone' ? Psychologists say that 
everybody suffers from accident 
proneness at times, and it may 
last for minutes or years. Being 
tired, drunk, aggressive, young , 
or male, all increase a driver's 
tendency to have an accident. 
The same is probably true of the 
climber. Novices tend to be more 
anxious than experienced 
climbers; this affects their 
performance. They also tend to 
become over anxious in an 
emergency. Thus they are not 
only more likely to have an 
accident, but also to reduce their 
chances of survival after one. 
Novices should be taught how to 
cope if anything goes wrong. 
A young male's need to prove his 
manhood is an important motive 
in climbing. Those in whom the 
need is strongest are evidently 
more accident-prone. 
(As to the question : do young 
ladies take up climbing to prove 
their womanhood? Kendell left 
himself open to feminine scorn 
when he suggested that women 
climbers, in his experience, were 
not particularly feminine) . 
However, people who are driven 
to find artificial forms of 
excitement by the lack of spon 
taneous danger and uncertainty in 
modern life are usually less 
anxious personality types. 
May we assume that the ideal 
climber is an experienced, sub 
missive, middle-aged lady? 
It seems unlikely that it is 
possible to reduce the accident 
rate below a certain level, and 
particularly unlikely that the 
accident rate among experienced 
climbers can be reduced. Safety 
training only seems to push up 
the climbing standard so that 
the same degree of risk is 
maintained. Danger is an 

inherent part of the sport's appea l, 
and accidents are not only 
inevitable but also necessary. 
But this doesn't mean we should 
stop trying to reduce the accident 
rates! 

Kim Meldrum presented a 
statistical analysis of the numbers 
of climbers in Britain. There are, 
he said, 50,000 rock-climbers 
and half a million mountain 
walkers. Wainwright's Fell 
Guides were censured by Sid 
Cross, who was talking about 
accident statistics in Langdale. 
Jack's Rake, which is an accident 
black spot for walkers, is really a 
rock climb; yet it is included in 
the guide. Cross felt that this was 
misleading, though he admitted 
that the guide does give strong 
warnings about the route. 
Furthermore, he thought the 
advice on equipment and pre 
paration for a day on the 
mountains inadequate and 
misleading. 
Dave Draper gloomily predicted 
that soon one person a month 
will die on Snowdon. if current 
rates are maintained. Again 
walkers are the main victims, 
many of them still ignoring even 
the most elementary precautions 
for survival in poor conditions. 
Correspondent: Audrey Salkeld 

OBITUARIES 

Grace Hoeman 
We were saddened to learn of 
the death in April of Dr. Grace 
Hoeman, our distinguished 
Alaskan correspondent. Grace 
and two friends, Hans Van der 
Laan and John Samuelson, had 
set off on a trek along the 
Eklutna Glacier, intending to 
join up three further glaciers 
in a series of traverses. Bad 
weather pinned them down in a 
high cabin, however, and after 
two days of storms they were 
forced to retrace their steps. 
Unfortunately their ascent route 
had become heavily snowed-up, 
and while descending one of 
the steeper slopes they were 
swept away by a small 
avalanche. Samuelson, who 
managed to stay on top, 
survived unhurt, but the other 
two were buried beyond rescue 
in the consolidated snow. 
Grace Hoeman was born in 
Washington State, but moved to 
live in Holland at an early age. 
She graduated at the 
Universities of Berling (where 
she spent the war years) and 
Utrecht, and later studied 
anaesthesiology at Yale . As 
Grace Jansen she was the mother 
of two daughters, both of whom 
are now grown up. 

She later moved to live and 
work in Anchorage, Alaska, 
where her passion for climbing 
led her to meet and marry Vin 
Hoeman in 1966. In 1969 Vin 
died on Dhaulagiri, but during 
their brief and happy marriage 
he had fired her interest in 
many of his projects. She threw 
herself enthusiastically into the 
task of finishing his three books, 
and· maintained the links he 
had made with visiting 
expeditions and foreign 
mountaineering publications. 
Her correspondence (not least 
with this magazine) helped to 
keep the world fully briefed on 
the state of Alaskan climbing . 
Readers will have noted her own 
phenominally active record . She 
led a successful ladies· 
expedition to Mt. McKinley, and 
climbed several other renowned 
peaks. Her main achievements 
lay in the first ascents of peaks 
such as Hurdy Gurdy, Mt. 
Kimball, Mt. Palmer, Peak 6220 
and Mt. Wickersham . Some of 
these climbs were accomplished 
solo. 
Grace Hoeman was certainly one 
of the leading women climbers 
of her day, although her real 
stature as a mountaineer may 
take years to be appreciated. 
Both she and Hans Van der Laan 
were leading figures in the 
Mountain Club of Alaska. 

George Ingle Finch 
George Ingle Finch died on 
November 21st, aged 82. He was 
born in Australia but it was as 
a schoolboy in Europe that he 
developed a strong and lasting 
interest in climbing, following an 
incautious ascent of Beachy 
Head with his brother Max. A few 
weeks later the brothers evaded 
their tutor in Paris and climbed 
Notre Dame by what George 
Finch later described as 
" an unorthodox route" . 
Thereafter his mountaineering 

followed more conventional 
lines : between 1907 and 1911 
he and Max both studied in 
Zurich, and he had ample 
opportunity to visit the mountains. 
He obtained a unique wealth of 
alpine experience and was 
described as one of the two best 
alpinists of his time (the other 
being George Mallory) . In 1923, 
with Guy Forster and Raymond 
Peto, Finch made the first ascent 
of the North Face of the Dent 
d 'Herens (a very serious route 
going from the bottom right to 
the top left of the face and 
crossing the Welzenbach Route 
at half height) . 
He was selected for the 1921 
Everest expedition, but ill-health 
prevented him from taking part. 
He was, however, a prominent 
participant in the 1922 attempt, 
leading the second climbing 
party to a height of 27,300ft. 
Finch's accounts of this 
expedition can be read in The 
Assault of Mount Everest 1922 
(by Brigadier Bruce and others) 
and in The Making of a 
Mountainer, his personal climbing 
reminiscences, published in 1924. 
As well as being a successful 
mountaineer, George Finch was 
a distinguished scientist. A 
Professor of Physical Chemistry, 
he held posts at both the 
University of Brussels and 
Imperial College, London. 
He was president of the Alpine 
Club from 1959-61 . 
Audrey Salkeld 

James Ramsey Ullman 
This well-known mountaineering 
author died in Boston, Mass., 
on June 20th at the age of 63. 
Of his five novels The White 
Tower was the most successful 
and he was also known for his 
biographies - of Tensing and 
John Harlin, his works of 
reference and his official 
documentation of the American 
Everest Expedition . 
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Mountaineering 
Equipment 
Suppliers 
Aberdeen Capel Curig 
F. Diack and Son, Ellis Brigham (M) (S), 
302 George Street. Mountain Centre. 
Tel. 0224.26952. Tel. Capel Curig 232. 

Aberdeen Cardiff 
Campbell's Sports (S), U. D.A. Mountaineering 
520 Union Street. 52 Cowbridge Road East, 
Tel. 0224.20157. Canton. 

Tel. 0222.22710 
Ambleside Croydon Frank Davies (S), 
The Climbers' Shop, Pindisports, 

Compston Corner, 1098 Whitgift Centre, 

Tel. Ambleside 2297. Tel. 01.688.2667. 

Darlington 
Aviemore J. Clementson (Darlington) Ltd .. 
Speyside Sports (S), 29 High North Gate (C). 
Tel. Aviemore 629. Tel. 0325.2390. 

Bangor Derby 
Arvons, Powers Sports, 
216 High Street, Green Lane. 
Tel. 0248.3849. Tel. 0332.48311 . 

Bethesda Derby 
Prestidge (S), Arvons, 

High Street, 350 Normanton Road. 

Tel. 0248.82.401 . Tel. 0332.42245. 

Birmingham 
Dundee 
David Low Sports Co. Ltd. 

Frank Davies (S), 63 Seagate (M) (S), 
7 Snowhill Ringway, 4. Tel. 0382.24501-2. 
Tel. 021 .236.6816. 

Edinburgh 
Birmingham Graham Tiso (M), 
Y. H.A. Services Ltd., 44 Rodney Street 
35 Cannon Street, 2. Tel. 031.556.1723. 
Tel. 021 .643.5180. 

Essex 
Blackburn Mountain Safety Research, 
J and J Kirkham (C), ;35~Erogress Road, 
9- 11 High Church Street. Leigh on Sea, 

Tel. 0702.523262. 
Blackpool Mail order only. 
The Alpine Centre, Exeter 
193 Church Street. Grays Outdoor Shop (C) (S), 
Tel. 0253.24307. 181 / 182 Sidwell Street. 

Bolton Tel. 0392.76421. 

Alpine Sports (S), Fort William 
117 Bradshawgate. Nevisport, 
Tel. 0204.25087. 131 High Street. 

Bradford 
Tel. Fort William 3245. 

P & S Outdoor Shop, Glasgow 
71 a Godwin Street. Greaves (S), 
Tel. 0274.21998. 23 Gordon Street. 

Tel. 041 .221 .4531 / 2. 
Brighton 
Sports and Leisure, Glasgow 

48 North Street. Bob Finnie Sports, 

Tel. 0273.29539. 53 Possil Road, C.4. 
Tel. 041 .332.0327. 

Bristol Grantown-on-Spey Bryant's Outdoor Centre, 
Speyside Sports (S), 

Colston Street. 
Tel. 0272.23166. 

4 7 High Street. 
Tel. Grantown 246. 

Cambridge Glenbrittle 
The Outdoor Centre, Mike Chalwin, 
7 Bridge Street. Agents for: 
Tel. 0223.53956. Bryan G. Stokes in Skye. 

Capel Curig Halifax 
Joe Brown, The Outdoor Centre, 
The Climbing Shop. 3 Princes Arcade. 
Tel. Capel Curig 205. Tel. 0422.65549. 
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These shops stock high class Mountaineering, Ski-ing and Camping 
Equipment. 

The shops marked (C) (M) (S) hire out Camping, Mountaineering and 
Ski-ing Equipment. 

Lancaster Newcastle-Upon-Tyne 
H. Robinson , Dentons (Denton Cycles) (S), 
Mountain Craft Shop (C), 227 / 229 Westgate Road. 
5 New Road. Tel. 0632.23903. 
Tel. 0524.66610. 

Newcastle-Upon-Tyne 
Leeds L. D. Mountain Centre Ltd. , 
Centresport, 34 Dean Street (S) (C). 
Frank Davies, Dave Clarke, Tel. 0632.22139. 
40 Woodhouse Lane, 2. 
Tel. 0532.31024. Nottingham 

Roger Turner, 
Leeds Mountain Sports (S), 
H. W. Poole, 1 Canning Circus. 
34/ 36 Eastgate (C) (S), Tel. 0602.47230. 
Tel. 0532.24599. 

Oxford 
Leeds The Scout and Guide Shop, 
H. W. Poole, 17 Turi Street. 
2 Wade Street (C) (S). Tel. 0092.47110. 
Tel. 0532.29374. ( Branch of the Scout 

Association). 
Liverpool 
Ellis Brigham (M) (C) (S), Preston 
73 Bold Street, 1. P.S. D. Sports Dept. , 
Tel. 051.709.6912. 141 Friargate. 

Tel. 0772.53793. 
Llanberis 
Joe Brown, Sheffield 
Menai Hall. Bryan G. Stokes, 
High Street. High Court, High Street. 
Tel. 028682.327. Tel. 0742.27525. 

London Stockport 

Pindisports (S) , Base Camp (C), 

14/ 18 Holborn, E.C.1. 89 Lower Hillgate 

Tel. 01 .242.3278. Tel. 061 .480.2945. 

London, Acton, W.3. Wednesbury 
Tebbutt Bros. (M) (C) (S) , Pindisports (S), 
91 / 92 Walsall Street. 373/ 5 Uxbridge Road, W.3. 
Tel. 021.556.0802. Tel. 01 .992.6642. 

London West Bromwich 

Robert Lawrie Ltd., Wulfrun Camp and Sports, 

54 Seymour Street, W1 H 5WE. 466 High Street (C) (S), 

Tel. 01 .723.5252. Tel. 021.553.1670. 

Wolverhampton 
London Wulfrun Camp and Sports, 
Y.H.A. Sales, 4/ 5 King Street (C) (S), 
29 John Adam Street, W.C.2. 
Tel. 01.839.1722. 

Tel. 0902.27012. 

York 
Manchester The Scout and Guide Shop, 
Ellis Brigham (M) (C) (S) , 14 Goodramgate. 
6/ 14 Cathedral Street, 4. Tel. 0904.53567. 
Tel. 061.834.0161 . ( Branch of the Scout 

Manchester 
Association). 

J. & A. Sports & Camping Co. (C), 
15 Station Road, Urmston, UNITED STATES 
Tel. 061 .748.6408. North Woodstock, N.H. 

Skimeister Ski Shop, 
Manchester Main Street. (M) (S) 
Stubbs Outdoor Sports, Tel. 603.745.2767. 
211 Deansgate 2. 
Tel. 061 .834.7278. 

CANADA 
Manchester Calgary: Alberta 
Y.H.A. Services Ltd., Premier Sports 
36/ 38 Fountain Street, 2. 319 - 7th Avenue S.W. 
Tel. 061 .834.7119. 

Calgary: Alberta 
Mansfield C.Y.H.A. Mountain Sales, 
W. Slack and Sons, 455 -12th Street N.W. 
38 Rosemary Street. Tel. 283-5551 . 
Tel. 0623.24449. evenings only; (C) (M) . 



The Japanese on Makalu 
Adapted from the Expedition Report by Makoto Hara and Masao Asami. 

Climbing the fixed ropes on the steep snow slopes below Camp 4. 

Following the lifting of Nepal's climbing restrictions, a 
deputation from the Takai section of the Japanese Alpine 
Club made strong representations to Katmandu and secured 
permission to mount a large expedition to Makalu in 1970. 
The expedition, which was backed by a consortium of 
Takai businessmen, combined multiple scientific objectives 
with the mountaineering objective of making the first ascent 
of Makalu's long South East Ridge. The party was therefore 
split into two groups, comprising the climbers, who visited 
the mountain before the monsoon, and the scientists, who 
went after the monsoon. 
The climbing group consisted of leader Makoto Hara and 
fifteen climbers, together with an expedition photographer 
and a reporter from a national newspaper. 25 high -altitude 
sherpas were engaged, along with 440 low-altitude porters. 
Base Camp was established on the Barun Glacier on 
March 22nd. Situated at 15,400ft., it commanded a view of 
the whole south side of the mountain. The initial camp
building went very smoothly, and Camp 3 was established 
at the foot of the ridge by April 1st. But then the 
difficulties started to increase : altitude sickness thinned the 
ranks of fit climbers, just as rouie-finding problems started 
to appear. A direct ascent of the ridge proved impossible, 
so fixed ropes were established across the slopes 

below it. Not until April 19th was the ridge regained ; and it 
was April 24th before Camp 4 was set up. 
The difficulties then eased for a while, until the ridge 
narrowed into a knife-edged snow arete. This led up to a 
steep tower of rock that barred the route. The 'Black 
Gendarme', as it was termed, proved to be the most 
difficult obstacle of the whole climb, and 17 days were 
taken to equip it with fixed rope. Camp 5 was set up in a 
rock cave just beyond the Black Gendarme, at a height of 
24,750ft. Tanaka and Ozaki then pushed the route over a 
small peak (at about 26,000ft), to reach a snow saddle. 
From here it was clear that the difficulties of the Black 
Gendarme could have been avoided by taking a route up 
glacier on the north of the ridge, and thence cutting up 
easily to reach the saddle. Furthermore, it also appeared 
possible to get from the glacier to the East Ridge, which 
seemed to give easier access to the summit than the route 
being followed. 
As most of the sherpas were unable to pass the Black 
Gendarme, the expedition was now faced with a difficult 
decision: would it be best to change the route, abandon 
camp 5 on the ridge, and set up a new one on the northern 
glacier? There was considerable argument over the radios 
that night. Little time was left, as it was already May 13th 
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Makalu with the South-East Ridge on the right and the West Ridge on the left. The Black Gendarme is marked B . Photo: Shirahata . 

and the monsoon was approaching fast . Eventually, a 
compromise was reached : a new Camp 5 would be set up 
on the glacier (thereby avoiding the Black Gendarme), but 
the attempt would be pressed home on the South East Ridge. 
On May 18th, the new route being opened, Kawaguchi and 
Goto, with two sherpas, established Camp 6 just above the 
snow saddle. Next day the two climbers started to fix ropes 
up the next section of the route (a series of rock steps) . 
That evening they had a problem: their radio had failed , 
and they were effectively cut off from the camps below. 
Their support teams had been unable to reach them because 
of altitude sickness. The monsoon was building up, and 
supplies were low. Things looked bleak. Not knowing what 
was happening below, yet realizing that time was running 
out, the pair decided to push for the summit. 

"Kawaguchi and Goto started up from Camp 6 at 4.30 a.m. 
on May 21st. Each had one oxygen bottle. By 8.30 a.m. 
their oxygen had run out, but they kept climbing . The 
weather got worse in the afternoon ; it was blowing hard 
and snowing heavily. The pair climbed on until 6.45 p.m. 
and actually got pretty close to the summit, but their 
accumulating fatigue eventually brought them to a halt. 
Kawaguchi saw a summit - looking peak approximately 
300 yards ahead of him, but having been deceived by peak 
after peak, he could not tell for sure that it was the summit. 
The pair therefore decided to turn back. (In fact, they were 
then at about 27,450ft. , and what Kawaguchi had seen was 
indeed the summit. ) 
" The two came down to 27, 150ft. and, despite their 
exhausted state, managed to make a bivouac in a snow 
cave dug out on the ridge. Meanwhile, Takaka and Ozaki 
had departed from Camp 5 in piercing wind, and arrived at 
Camp 6. They informed Base Camp that Kawaguchi and 
Goto were missing. As the pair did not reappear that night, 
we assumed that they had met with a fatal accident. 
We were all very depressed. 
12 

" Next day, Tanaka and Ozaki went up to check the ropes 
fixed above Camp 6 and to search for the two missing 
members. They soon saw Kawaguchi and Goto staggering 
down. By 6.30 p.m. the exhausted pair had been safely 
taken back to Camp 6. On the same day, Ichikawa and 
Asami were moving to Camp 6, over the Black Gendarme. 
They were not following the glacier route as they wished to 
climb to the summit all the way by the South East Ridge. 
They toiled up through the heavy snowfall , and got into 
Camp 6 that night. 

" By then, we only had three bottles of oxygen left in 
Camp 6. Kawaguchi and Goto consumed one for their 
recuperation, so only two bottles were available for the next 
day's use. The sherpas who got down to Camp 3 were too 
exhausted to return with more supplies, and there was little 
food or fuel left in Camps 4 and 5. According to the 
judgement of Base Camp, the next day would be our last 
chance to attack the summit. All the members prayed for 
good weather for that day. 

"On May 23rd, after about one hour's nap, Tanaka and 
Ozaki left Camp 6 at 2.30 a.m., each with an oxygen bottle. 
Fortunately, the weather was fine and Makalu was covered 
with a star-spangled sky. While the summit attempt was 
being made, we started our rescue operation for 
Kawaguchi and Goto, who were now snow-bl ind. Ikuta, 
Mingma Tshering and Lhakpa Tshering were sent up from 
Camp 5. Koshiyama and Ang Nima, starting from Camp 4, 
got to Camp 6 in a day, bringing two oxygen bottles and 
some food . Yoshihara, Karma and Dorje moved up from 
Camp 3 to Camp 4. 

" Tanaka and Ozaki, heading for the summit, reached the 
last part of the rock wall at 27,000ft, at 5.0 p.m. There, 
their oxygen ran out. But they kept on climbing and stood 
upon the summit of Makalu at 7.10 p.m. They came down 
through the moonlight, reaching Camp 6 at 3.30 a.m. the 
following day. Ichikawa and Koshiyama had been standing 



Above: The ice ridge leading up to The Black Gendarme. Photo: Shirahata. Below : Steep climbing above the Black Gendarme at over 26,000 feet . 

by for a third attempt, but as little stock remained in the 
lower camps, and as the weather was beginning to 
deteriorate, Base Camp ordered all members to evacuate 
the mountain." 

CONCLUSION 

This route was certainly one of the best achieved in the 
Himalayas last year. The ascent took 69 days, 25 more than 
planned. It was hoped to get eight climbers on the summit, 
but only two got there in the end. This was largely because 
of the nature of the route. Not only was it more difficult 
than expected, but it was also very long (well over three 
miles), and much of it was above 26,000ft. Most of the 
route had to be equipped with fixed rope, about 16,000ft. 
in all, and jumars were an indispensible aid for load
carrying. For the most part the weather was poor, with 
snowstorms every afternoon and a great deal of wind. A 
good spell of six days in early May came too early for a 
summit bid . The summit was reached in a lucky fine period 
after the monsoon had started. The number of sherpas was 
found to be too low - 35 would have been better. The 
number of climbers, on the other hand, was thought to be 
too high, ten being the preferred number. The rigid 
discipline common to Japanese expeditions was undoubtedly 
another factor that led to success, although it is clear that 
individual members were fully prepared to make snap 
decisions when necessary, without referring to Base Camp 
for instructions.-Editor. 

SUMMARY 
Nepal Himalaya, Makalu (27,790ft.). The second ascent and the 
first by the South East Ridge . Summit reached by Hajime Tanaka (32) 
and Yuichi Ozaki (30) . An expedition from the Takai Section of the 
Japanese Alpine Club, comprising Makota Hara (leader), Yukihiro 
Ichikawa (deputy leader) , H. Tanaka , Y. Osaki, M. Matsuura, N. Oneo, 
Y. Kawaguchi , T. Goto, M . Yoshihara, M . Hasegawa, A. Hashimoto, 
M . Koshiyama, H. Ikuta, M . Asami, Mrs. N. Nakaseko, Miss Y. Ashiya, 
S. Shirahata and H. Tani. April and May, 1970. 
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Bob Smith bivouacing on the Cathedral 

The Sleeping Bag is a Redline 
Ask your stockist for our new catalogue . 

e&SI 
Bradford 

VISIT BRADFORD1S 
LEADING CLIMBING SHOP 
P. & S. OUTDOOR SHOP 
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Suddenly Last Summer Note : All photographs in 
this article were taken by 
Dave Nicol, except The 
Central Tower (Page 20) 
which was by Chris 
Bonington. For further 
information see the 
October 1968 issue of 
Mountain Craft - the 
special Patagonia issue. 

by Dave Nicol 

Last summer in the Paine was not one of the best. During 
our prolonged holiday in the area there were only two fine 
spells, the first of which lasted for fifteen hours. As we sat 
astride the summit block of the Cathedral, the second 
seemed to be rapidly on the way out. 
To us, the Cathedral was the most attractive of the virgin 
peaks in the Paine, despite the fact that its position in the 
extreme west of the Cordillera gives it a long and difficult 
glacier approach, as well as increasing the degree of 
atmospheric icing. However, it did seem to offer the chance 
of a reasonably quick continuous ascent. It's a pyramidal 
mountain; of its three facets, two would probably 
entertain Maestri and his air drills, while the third would 
doubtless offer the best proposition to a more 
conventionally equipped team. 
To the south west the ice-cap climbed up nearly two-thirds 
of the mountain, leaving exposed a face of about 1,500ft. 
Both this face and the East Ridge would have required 
several days - which we did not have. Also they were very 
icy and exposed to falling snow mushrooms from the 
summit area. This left the North West Ridge, which 
fortunately appeared easy-angled and quite reasonable ... 

At the ice cave one evening in late December, the skies 
miraculously cleared and the wind dropped for the first 
time. We were so sickened by weeks of inaction that next 
morning we actually managed to rise before dawn. Even at 
this hour an unusual formation of red clouds could be seen 
over the Pacific. Chris Jackson was adamant that this was a 
sign of good weather. As it was the first time that we had 
been able to see as far as the high cloud, nobody was 
prepared to argue. Consequently we set off for the nearby 
mountain, carrying enough for a couple of days. 
The Meije group from the Olguin Glacier. 

On arrival we were surprised to see that the ridge was 
literally knife-edged, and one side of it was exposed 
immediately to an awesome precipice. The climbing looked 
sensational, but possible, the big question being one of 
retreat. Due to the many near-horizontal sections, abseiling 
was impossible in a lot of places. Descent by another route 
was completely out of the question. 
However, Jackson and Guy Lee, displaying a sad lack of 
imagination, promptly attacked the ridge at its lowest point. 
Whilst the remainder of the team tried in vain to reassess 
the situation, a long, low, black cloud appeared over the 
horizon and proceeded to devour the intervening peaks. 
Within two hours, hump-backed clouds were pouring 
crazily over the icy passes of the neighbouring Meije Group. 
Tumbling across the intervening glaciers, these violent 
outriders of the depression were upon us in minutes. 
Lee and Jackson, who had by now climbed about 600ft. 
along the ridge, were still only 300ft. above the snow. As we 
watched with interest through flurries of snow, Guy opened 
his rucksack and with a flourish produced 300ft. of 7mm. 
perlon. Climbing was obviously over for the day. 
During the late afternoon of January 8th, the cloud again 
dispersed and the wind died. This time we were ready, 
armed with great lengths of hairy polypropylene cord. 
Despite its many limitations, it was at least light, and we 
had six climbers to deal with it. 
For some reason the competitive urge was in top gear. 
Speed was of paramount importance and there seemed to 
be' only one possible bivouac ledge at the previous high 
point. Consequently the rush to the bottom of the ridge was 
almost indecent. Luckily Roger Whewell fell into a 
crevasse and had trouble extracting himself, so Bob Smith 
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The lower part of the North West Ridge of The Cathedral, Guy Lee climbing. The prominent towers are The Wart (left) and Winston Churchill (right) . 

and I were able to plough through into the lead. Rather than 
spend the night standing up, the others retreated to the cave 
shouting something about a midnight start. 
We found the lower section quite difficult. Although most of 
the edge had been blasted clear, all of the cracks were 
packed with hard snow. We eventually arrived at the coveted 
ledge at about 9.0 p.m. and prepared to bed down after 
rigging up a further strenuous rope length. The dormitory 
area was particularly sensational. We lay across the almost 
flat top of a gigantic block perhaps five feet wide. There 
were no retaining walls. Smith, whose head and feet 
overhung the edges, resembled a potential Aztec sacrifice, 
pegged out across a grano-diorite altar. 
However we must have slept. At about 5.0 a.m. I was 
violently awakened by the groping hands of Bob Shaw. I 
happened to be lying at the terminal point of a rather 
harassing series of moves. The other four had apparently 
started at 3.0 a.m., with head torches. 
Hurried packing motions followed. Surprisingly, everything 
was covered in rime, although the wind had been slight. 
The weather looked perfect, without a single threatening 
cloud in sight. Almost a hundred miles to the north the 
great bulk of Fitzroy was clearly in view. 
Slowly we warmed to the task in hand. The succession of 
sustained pitches was completely absorbing. I remember a 
smooth-sided fin, about 70ft. long, inclined at a shallow 
angle - the roughest a cheva/ of my experience . . . the 
hardest ride in the Southern hemisphere! On this ridge, it was 
just another pitch. The face of the prominent nose we called 
'The Wart' became time-consuming. As I battered angles be
hind a 100ft. line of dead-sounding flakes, one lifted off and 
down I went, to~delighted applause from the ledge below. 
But in retrospect great sections of the climb fade into 
anonymity. Voices floated in from all sides, some intense 
and involved, others amusing. We were reassured when we 
looked back at the taut handrails marking the line of the 
arete. To our relief a traverse opened out under the great 
encrusted towers of 'Winston Churqhill'. Several precarious 
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rope lengths led across snow bands, on smooth slabs, 
beneath the menace of the dribbling mushrooms. One tried 
to kick steps while tiptoeing; it wasn't easy. It was then 
that a big shout went out: "Anybody looked up lately?" 
Unnoticed till now, the early evening sky had filmed over 
from the Pacific to the desert. We were filled with a very 
real fear; to coin a phrase, there was only one way the 
weather could go. 
A line of hard cracks led to an as yet unseen summit. Bob 
drove in pegs like a frenzied jack-hammer, breaking through 
the capping encrustation. We had arrived. 
We allowed a brief moment of exhilaration, for already a 
strong wind was playing around the upper spires. Down 
the first abseils we plummeted, to the line of the long 
traverse. Hand over hand, rope after rope. I looked back: 
Guy and Chris had lost their ropes, jammed on the first 
abseil. Alarmingly, they moved unprotected. We were still 
sheltered by the ridge. Above us a Starfighter reared up on 
the starting blocks, a vicious blast tore over. A few quick 
jumars up the sagging end of the traverse rope and we were 
on the crest of the ridge proper. Here the gusts were 
terrifying; at times one actually had to pull oneself down 
the roped arete. On the North East Ridge large pieces of 
sun-loosened ice broke off and, unbelievably, flew upwards 
to disappear into the maelstrom of the mountain's eddy. We 
clustered together at the top of 'The Wart', and dumped the 
remaining iron into a sack to take down the ropes. Steadily 
the wind speed rose and the lulls between gusts became 
shorter. Numbed, tattered and bemused, we managed to 
reach the snow at 11 .30 in the last glimmer of daylight. 
Looking back, there would seem to be little doubt that had 
we not left ropes in place during the ascent, we would still 
be there somewhere on the mountain, hanging from the 
unprotected ridge like sides of frozen mutton . 

SUMMARY 
Patagonian Andes (Paine Group), The Cathedral, approx. 8,000ft. 
First ascent of the peak by the North West Ridge, 8th / 9th January, 1971 . A British 
party comprising : D. Nicol (leader) , B. Smith, G. Lee, B. Shaw, C. Jackson and 
R. Whewell. Much of the route was a sharp but easy angled rock arete which steepened 
towards the summit. Pitches of 5, 5 sup. and A2. 

Fixing ropes over The Wart to safeguard the party's retreat. 

THE HISTORY OF CLIMBING IN THE PAINE GROUP South Tower of Paine. Probably the highest of the three towers. 

1937 

Paine Chico. First ascent by H. Teufel and S. Zuck. A classical climb 
on rock and ice. 
1955 

Paine Centrale and Punta Bariloche. Two subsidiary summits of 
Paine Grande climbed for the first time by Argentinians L. Krah I, 
S. Kunstmann, E. Paya and R. Vivanco. Quite big and complex climbs. 

1957/ 8 

Paine Grande. The highest peak of the group. Although only 10,500ft., 
the mountain provided a climb of almost Himalayan scale. It was 
climbed by Italians J . Bich , L. Carrel, T. Gobbi, C. Pellissier and 
P. Pession, a team of guides led by the millionaire/ climber Guido 
Monzino. The climb was mainly on snow with some broken rock and 
a frightening final!ridge. 
North Tower of Paine. Climbed by Bich, Carrel, Pellissier and 
Pession during the same visit The smallest of the three towers, with 
rock difficulties of 5 and A 1. 

1959 

Paine Grande. An attempt on the huge East Face by two Argentinians. 
Neither was ever seen again. 

1960 

North Tower of Paine. The second ascent by four young Argentinians 
including J . Fonrouge. 
1961 

The Trident. Rather an insignificant peak near the Shield. Climbed 
by a British Survey Expedition led by P. Henry, who was later drowned 
in Lago Nordenskold. 
1963 

Central Tower of Paine. Climbed for the first time by a very strong 
British party led by Barrie Page. Summit reached by C. Bonington and 
D. Whillans. A superb rock tower giving sustained difficulties of 
5- 6 and A3 for about 1,000 feet . The rest was easier. 
North Tower of Paine. The third ascent by D. Walker and I. Clough 
from the British party. 
Principal Cuernos and South Tower of Paine. Also attempted by 
the British expedition, the latter by the West Ridge. 
Central Tower of Paine. An Italian expedition led by A. Aste made 
the second ascent the day after Whillans and Bonington made the first. 

The Italian party made the first ascent using the long East Ridge. 
Summit reached by A. Aste, V. Taldo, I. Aiazzi, C. Casata and 
N. Nusdeo. Most of the difficulties were in the first 600 feet. 5- 6 and A2, 
1965 

The Fortress. An attempt by an Italian expedition from Monza. 
1966 

The Fortress. Another Italian attempt. A lightweight expedition . 
A. Aste and S. Susatti reputedly bivouacked nine times during their 
attempt. 

1968 

The Fortress. The highest and most massive of the rock towers of the 
Paine eventually succumbed to a British Expedition led by I. Clough. 
Summit reached by J . Gregory, G. Hibberd and D. Nicol. Sustained 
difficulty for over 3,000 feet on ice and rock although the route was 
much longer. 
The Shield. Another difficult peak adjoining the Fortress. Climbed 
first by M. Curnis and M . Dotti, members of an Italian Expedition from 
Bergamo. Difficulties on both rock and ice for about 3,000 feet. 
Principal Cuernos. A very accessible peak which had nevertheless 
defeated attempts by various strong climbers (Whillans, Clough, 
Hudson and Jackson). First climbed by Chileans R. Aguilara, 
E. Garcia, 0 . Latorre and G. Oyerzun. Surprisingly the difficulties were 
only 5- 6 and A 1, and were confined to the last 400 feet. 

1969 

Paine Norte. A really spectacular peak and the last to be climbed in 
the Paine Grande massif. Climbed by a Japanese expedition. A route 
was made to the col between the Norte and the Centrale and the ridge 
followed to the top. Summit reached by Matsuawa and Kohata . It 
appears to be an extremely hazardous climb, 
Cerro Olguin. Climbed by the Japanese party. Mainly an easy 
snow-plod. 
White Throne (Trono Blanco) . Climbed by a Czech team from 
Ostrava. A classical ascent on inferior black rock and .ice. 
Cerro Ostrava. An easy peak in the Olguin valley climbed by the 
Czech party. 
Paine Chico. Climbed by the Czechs by a new route. 
Second Cuernos. Attempted by the Czechs. 
The Cathedral. Two attempts by British and Chilean teams. 

1970 

The Cathedral. Climbed by a British expedition led by D. Nicol (article) . 
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Above: Th e Sword from the Upper Frances Valley. 

Future Possibilities in the Paine Group 
Although most of the higher peaks of the Paine have now 
been climbed, several fine rock towers as well as a number 
of more conventionally shaped peaks remain virgin . 
However, the main attraction in the future will no doubt be 
the many challenges offered by the great granite walls 
which abound in the area . 
Commencing in the far west, it is a long walk to the triple 
headed 'Meije' at the head of the Olguin glacier. This 
would be a reasonably difficult proposition from any side, 
and would probably justify a separate expedition. Strictly 
for looking at is the horrific North Face of the Paine Norte, 
4,500ft. of vertical , black rock, rising to a slender, ice
encrusted tower. This peak also has two other vertical faces 
of 5,000ft , the only weakness being the connecting ridge 
with the Paine Grande. 
In the Frances valley, there is the outstanding, 9,000ft. 
East Face of the Paine Grande, probably the greatest wall in 
the Andes. Most possible lines are extremely dangerous, as 
avalanches of various types fall continuously. There is a 
possibility of climbing a subsidiary ridge to the right, 
although the last thousand feet look improbable. 
The most elegant problem in the valley seems to be the 
symmetrical , 4,000ft. East Face of the Cathedral. However, 
any line seems to have several blank sections. Smaller, and 
much more reasonable, is the neighbouring 2,500ft. wall of 
Condoriri. This would yield a route perhaps comparable to 
the Nose on El Capitan. 
The Eastern Wall of the valley is formed by a ridge of huge 
granite needles, all of which are unclimbed . The Sword, · 
with its final 1,500ft. tower, and the even larger and more 
difficult Blade, are the finest of these. · 
In the Ascencio valley the big challenge is the 5,500ft. 
East Face of the Fortress. This may be the greatest vertical 
precipice in the world . However it is difficult to imagine a 
party moving on such a large piece of sustained rock in the 
prevailing conditions. Much better propositions are the 
4,000ft. ice ramp on the South East Face of the Shield, and 
a superb diedre line of 3,000ft. on the Central Tower. 



The South-East Ridge 
of Cerro Torre 

by Cesare Maestri. Translated by Alan Heppenstall from an article 
first published in Lo Scarpone. Maestri 

In 1959 I climbed Cerro Torre with Toni Egger ; the lower 
part of the route lay on the East Face, the upper part on the 
North Face. Following our success, a large number of 
expeditions from various countries tried to repeat the ascent 
by other routes, but the technical difficulties combined 
with the climatic conditions led to the defeat of climbers 
from Italy, Britain, Argentina, Spain and Japan. 
The set-backs suffered by these expeditions made me think 
of an ambitious plan : to make a winter ascent of the 
South East Ridge, a route which had beaten so many hardy 
climbers in summer. And so, on June 18th, 1970, I was at 
the base of the Tower with a well-equipped expedition, 
consisting of Carlo Claus, Cesarino Fava, Ezio Alimonta, 
Pietro Vidi and Renato Valentini. Times had changed since 
1959 and I had decided to adopt gear, clothing and 
climbing techniques which were in keeping with the times -
and indeed revolutionary. We had brought, among other 
things, a prefabricated bivouac box, measuring 9ft. by 6ft. ; 
a motor generator to supply current for a lamp and a radio 
transmitter; and a compressor driven by a small internal 
combustion engine, designed to provide enough compressed 
air to turn a mechanical drill which would penetrate the 
rock twenty times more quickly than a manual one. We had 
had special plastic boots made, with a light inner boot of 
Australian opossum. Our insulating jackets and trousers 
were lined with special sheets of the metal used in making 
astronauts' suits; these eliminated any loss of body heat 
and kept up body temperature in any weather conditions. 
For fifty-four days, consecutively, we climbed on the smooth 
slabs and steep walls of the Tower. Twenty-eight nights 
were spent in bivouacs. Most of the time we slept in 
hammocks, covered by the drifting snow and buffeted by 
the wind. Of these fifty-four days only six could be 
described as good; during the remaining forty-eight we 
recorded the following data: temperature regularly between 
-20 °C and -25 °C ; humidity between 80% and 90%; wind 
speed never below 80 kilometres per hour, and sometimes 
gusting to 150. In all , 18 metres of snow fell over the 
period. Nevertheless we made progress, and the summit got 
steadily nearer. Our rations, calculated to feed us for 
twenty-five days, actually lasted fifty-four. For the last 
fifteen we had to make do with a diet of spaghetti flavou.red 
with olive oil. Claus's hands became frost-bitten and so did 
Vidi's feet. Eventually I was left alone on that huge face. 
I was still able to make a few metres' progress each day, 
but then they warned me over the radio that the gas for the 
cooker was finished . It was the end. 
During those fifty-four days we had managed to equip 
5,200ft. of the route; 4,650ft. had been climbed by 
traditional means, and 550ft. on bolts inserted by means of 
the compressed air drill. This apparatus weighed 70 kilos 
net, but together with petrol, oil, ropes, winches and the 
other pieces of equipment needed to raise it up the face, the 
total weight came out at between 150 and 180 kilos. The 
job of transporting this weight up the face fell to Alimonta 
and Vidi, who performed the thankless task of porterage 
while Claus and I prepared the way. We fixed ropes on 
every pitch, while the other two jumared behind and 
hauled up the gear by means of a system of winches and 
pulleys. We got to within 1,300ft. of the summit, using for 
the most part traditional climbing methods. That is to say, 
by means of free climbing, artificial climbing on ordinary 
rock pegs (almost exclusively channels and angles), and ice 
climbing on Salewa of Cassin -type ice pegs. The 
continuously bad weather, together with the lack of 
provisions, forced us to retreat, but we had all made up our 
minds to return to the mountain as soon as the chance was 
offered . 

In fact, a few months later, we again assembled at the foot 
of the Tower. The date was November 15th, 1970, and with 
me were Carlo Claus, Claudio Baldessari, Ezio Alimonta, 
Daniele Angeli, Juan Pedro Spickermann and Fausto 
Barozzi. 
It took us ten days to reach our high point of July. We 
found the old compressor buried in ice, but dug it out, 
fitted a new motor, and set to work again on the route. The 
next section consisted of 650ft. of climbing on sections of 
ov~rhanging ice ; it was in fact the crux of the route and 
was overcome by traditional means. This brought us to the 
terminal wall where we again employed bolting techniques. 
For the whole of the expedition we worked continuously 
from 4.0 a.m. to 11 .0 p.m., sometimes forgetting even to 
stop for food and drink. I went in front to open up the route 
and equip it with ropes, then Alimonta came up and 
between us we hauled up the compressor, while Claus 
jumared up immediately behind it to prevent it from 
catching on projections or from being damaged by knocking 
against the rock. 
My diary for the period shows the following sequence of 
events: 
November 18th-21st: Whole expedition engaged in carrying 
supplies of food, gear, fuel and miscellaneous equipment to 
the base of the Tower. 
November 22nd-24th: Claus and I carried the new motor 
up to our highest point reached in July. Weather deteriorating . 
November 25th-26th: Claus, Alimonta and I started work on 
the passage of the ice towers. Bad weather, high wind 
and snow. 
November 27th-28th: Rest days and preparation for the 
final assault . 

November 29th: Fine weather, though bitterly cold and the 
face covered in snow. We climbed some 250ft. of ice 
gullies and reached the base of the terminal wall. Then 
down again for 650ft. to the point where we had installed 
our bivouac - an uncomfortable hanging box. 

December 1st: Still fine and we began the ascent of the 
terminal wall. Some sections could have been climbed with 
ordinary pitons, but as these had been left at the bergschrund 
some 3,300ft. below, we had to bolt the whole way. By 
11.0 p.m. we had reached a point about 150ft. below the 
summit. Rather than waste time by descending to the 
bivouacs we decided to spend the night there in etriers. 
With no sleeping bags or bivvy sacks we were not sorry to 
see the dawn. 

December 2nd: The weather was still fine but showing signs 
of deteriorating. It did not take us long to climb the two 
rope-lengths which separated us from the ice-cap on the 
summit. The last ice wall was overcome with ordinary ice 
pegs and some special stakes we were carrying, forged out 
of pieces of aluminium tubing and about a metre in length . 

The weather was by now definitely on the decline. About 
4.0 p.m. we began the descent: thirty abseils took us down 
to the crevasse where Angeli was waiting and keeping radio 
contact between ourselves and Baldessari in base camp. 
Fifteen more abseils saw us off the mountain, giving a total 
of forty-five abseils each of 150 feet. 

The South East Ridge of Cerro Torre may be summarized as 
follows: height 5,000ft. with 6,800ft. of actual climbing . 
Of the latter, 2,700ft. were climbed with ice techniques, 
2,900ft. by traditional rock-climbing methods and standard 
pegging, and 1,200ft. by bolting, the holes being drilled by 
means of the compressor. On the subject of this apparatus, 
it might be said that it lessens the time taken drilling 
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The South East Ridge 
of Cerro Torre 

(fifteen bolts per hour may normally be placed with it) , but 
a lot of time is spent in transporting it up the route. In my 
opinion this equipment would be valuable on faces 
presenting continuous bolting, but less so on faces of the 
nature of Cerro Torre. 
The route divides into six sections: 
1. 1,300ft. Easy slabs covered in ice and snow, presenting 
steep but not difficult climbing (ordinary rock and ice pegs). 
2. 3,000ft. Mostly rock of a high standard of difficulty, 
interspersed with ice bands and gullies (ordinary rock and 
ice pegs). 
3. 400ft. A barrier of smooth slabs having few crack lines 
(bolts) . 
4. 800ft. The passage of the ice towers. Overhanging ice 
walls and gullies (ice pegs) . 
5. 800n. The terminal wall - continuously vertical and 
holdless rock (bolts) . 
6. Summit ice-cap (ice pegs) . 
For the victory which they attained my friends were willing 
to sacrifice themselves and to brave hardships beyond their 
own powers of resistance. They showed the world an 
example of courage, loyalty, stamina and dedication which 
it will be difficult to forget. Their mental preparation, the 
absence of any feeling of jealousy among them, and their 
readiness to lend their full support to the success of the 
expedition, have ensured that they will remain a closely-knit 
group of friends, who will respect and admire one another 
even after their return home. When Claus, Alimonta and I 
stood together on the summit, in reality all the others were 
there with us, even the members of the first expedition, for 
our success had been made possible by their suffering and 
hardships. The latest news from Argentina is that, not many 
months after our return, a Spanish expedition failed to 
repeat our route. This fills us with pride and, as far as we 
are concerned, sweeps away all the polemics which the 
defeated party tried to bring to the forefront. We, the Men 
of the Tower, prefer to leave all such polemics and useless 
arguments on the summit, because up there the air is 
fresher and cleaner. 

SUMMARY 
Patagonian Andes: Cerro Torre (10,280ft.). South East Ridge. 
First ascent. After one unsuccessful attempt in July 1970, the ridge 
was climbed by an Italian party in November and December 1970. The 
team comprised Cesare Maestri (leader), C. Claus, C. Baldessari, 
E. Alimonta, D. Angeli , J. Spickermann and F. Barozzi. 1,200ft. of the 
route was climbed on bolts placed with the aid of a compressed-air drill 
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A Dream of Ushba 
by Paul Nunn 

'The Jewel of the Caucasus' they called it, and Dennis Gray 
hooked us all. His enthusiasm was infectious. Richard and 
Barbara McHardy worked like mad on gear and Chris 
Woodhall acquired a mountain of food, but somehow no 
money appeared. At Easter it all reached a nadir. Dennis had 
to drop out to work in the Lakes. Then, when it looked a 
dead duck, chance played an ace. Pete Seeds, a journalist, 
wanted to climb, so we went to the Lakes. He was 
enthusiastic and several long gambles paid off. By courtesy 
of the Sunday Mirror and Fiat we found ourselves in the 
Central Caucasus, complete with a specially-drafted leader, 
Hamish Macinnes. 

The Elbrus-Ushba region is the Mont Blanc of the range, 
unmatched for altitude and for quality and variety of 
climbing . Here are the Soviet Trades Union Camps to which 
climbers come in the summer. Before long the area will 
become a major European ski resort. I was glad to be there 
before it all happened. 

We were pushed too hard for time by a month-long visa 
which covered a 1,500 mile drive in each direction. The 
testing journey left us understandably lethargic, and 
negotiations with regard to objectives, together with some 
bad weather, strained our luck in the first couple of weeks. 
Frustratingly, our first objective, the North Face of Nakra 
Tau by the Abalakov route, never came into tolerable 
condition. This rather ambitious first objective (about one 
and a half times the length of the Matterhorn North Face 
and of similar seriousness and overall altitude) was subject 
to bad weather, soft and dangerous snow conditions, and 
potentially lethal serac avalanches. A near miss in bad 
conditions and continuing bad weather forced us to 
abandon the project. 

Our attention shifted to the Ushba region. But new snow 
fell at 11,000ft. on July 20th. The inexorable scissors of 
time now made us give up our plans for a new climb on 
Ushba, which seemed unlikely to come into condition 
quickly enough. Instead, we grabbed at an objective which 
suggested itself overwhelmingly from the German or 
Skelda Bivouac - a new climb on the North Face of 
Pie Schurovski. With some head shaking but much 
sympathy, Paul Rotatiev, Vice-President of the Soviet 
Mountaineering Federation, agreed to our plans. 

We aimed to storm it, without tents, sleeping bags, or large 
sacks full of food. We worked off our frustration in a 
brutally simple plan which placed a massive premium upon 
a small quantity of high quality gear, the use of Terrordactyl 
axes to eliminate step cutting and, above all, upon experience 
and speed. 

. On July 24th the dawn was frosty. Moving solo, Hamish, 
Chris and I crossed the glacier and ascended the runneled 
ice above the bergschrund. In the gloom a party of friendly 
Russian instructors paused, lights twinkling, to observe our 
eccentric individualistic progress.' 

A steep couloir necessitated the rope. Hamish led, Chris 
followed and I prusiked, taking pictures. After a few rope 
lengths we escaped on to rock as ice particles and small 
stones began to bespatter the lower cliffs. Rocks (4-5) 
and perfect snow followed to the base of the first rock 
barrier. A beautiful traverse on perfect ice led out right to 
a granite rib and a patch of sun. 

The rib was steep and a little loose, and gave way to 
typical Nevis mixed ground (5 + rock). The lower barrier 
passed with remarkably little incident, and we emerged at 
the foot of the Central lcefield. Luckily the sun passed 
away again behind the mountain, leaving the ice firm. We 
did not see it on the wall again that day. 

Above: The North Face of Pie Schurovski. The Centenary Climb 
follows the ice couloirs, slightly veiled by mist, on the left of the face . 

At 12.00, after several rope lengths on ice, we reached a 
small exposed shoulder (a possible bivouac site). Probably 
we were nearly half way up the face. Confidence overtook 
us as we scrunched through our staple diet of Mapleton bar. 
Hamish, with his Lawrence of Arabia neck-shield flopping, 
led up the short and very steep ice field below the Central 
Rock Barrier. He had to cut a few steps in the approach to 
the only feasible-looking weakness, a gully-like depression 
between the icicle festooned walls. It became apparent that 
Rotatiev had been right in stressing the steepness of the 
face and of the Central Barrier in particular. Upon close 
inspection the rock went a little beyond the vertical 
everywhere but in our depression. Even there it was 
extremely steep and required devious route finding. 
Hamish led the pitches in about three hours. The first was 
extremely difficult mixed climbing on steep insecure ice and 
loose rock for about 80ft., while the second was an easier 
groove (Scottish 3-4) to a horizontal rock traverse and a 
good small ledge. The climbing, typical of the harder 
British winter routes, was an admirable lead in any 
conditions. Half way up a Caucasian face it was remarkable. 
To reach the upper ice field was the next pressing problem. 
Above were ice-decorated walls for several hundred feet. 
Binocular study had revealed an ice chimney and possible 
traverse to the lower lip of the plunging upper slopes. 
Chris grated round the arete in crampons, carrying the large 
sack which he preferred. The chimney, again far steeper 
than we had anticipated, involved an athletic spurt of 
dynamic bridging. A gloomy traverse in the gathering storm 
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A Dream of Ushba. 

Left : Woodall climbing the steep ice couloir that formed the key to 
the Central Barrier. 
Right: Nunn at the bivouac site. Photos: Hamish Macinnes 
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and failing light led to the edge of the ice. A small buttress 
of rock seemed the only feasible bivouac site. 
Thunder crashed round the summit and sheets of hail swept 
down the ice fields as Chris and I excavated for an hour. 
Hamish engineered a brew in his slot. Pitons and a tiny w ire 
sling secured our position, while my antique bivouac sheet 
hung down as a curtain. It seemed that we would probably 
be able to manage the ascent but, with four or five pitons 
left, we certainly would not be able to retreat. 

5.00. Hamish sets out in rapid moves across the 
encrusted ice to the lower outlet of the steep upper ice 
field. The storm has given way to a fierce frost, but white 
wind-torn streaks threaten its return. The upper ice field is 
steep but not too difficult, and the gradual fading of the 
sun prevents the development of avalanche danger. It is 
very long. 
12.00. At the base of the summit pyramid there is perhaps 
700ft. to go. On my lead the clouds mass and the wind 
rises. The rock is much worse than we expected and the 
snow had seen too much of the morning sun. Chris takes 
the lead from a horrible stance on steep mush, just in time 
for the full blast of the snow to begin. As he ploughs up 
the deep snow, avalanches of powder drown his yellow 
cagoule. Seconding involves swimming up a trough of 
horrible, insecure snow. At one point Hamish and I 
inhabit a small ledge while Chris is totally lost in the 
maelstrom above. Eventually we follow tightening ropes up. 
16.00. The Traverse of the Screws avoids the final 
impossibly steep 100ft. of avalanche snow by an escape to 
the last few feet of the North West Ridge. A great mass of 
soft snow is removed ; screws protect leader and second 
alike. On the ridge in a brief clearance Hamish swarms up 
the last rocks and flails up the final insecure mound to 
a stormy summit. 
20.00. The second bivouac is a collapsible snow cave on 
the Ushba plateau, after a plodding descent through deep 
snow which is threatened by avalanches and punctuated by 
apocalyptic visions of the huge ice walls of Bezingi to the 
east. Mist cheats us of respite at a food dump at the head 
of the Ushba ice-fall. The limitations of Alpine tactics in 
the Caucasus become apparent as we shudder through to 
morning in a pile of powder snow on a steep slope, with a 
cold wind blowing. 
July 26th. The mist clears briefly to reveal Ushba 
towering over us. Hamish's camera is frozen as we descend 
to the food dump. After twenty-four hours without drink, 
eating is difficult. Hycal renders one completely speechless. 
The Ushba ice-fall provides the sting in the tail - a nasty 80ft. 
abseil from ice screws into a yawning green hole, followed 
by a run in balled-up crampons below a monster serac in the 
mist. Something falls, but it is too thick to see. After a 
moment peering up into the gloom of yet another storm, 
the crashing noises descend to our left. Towards mid 
morning we skirt the last large crevasses and slide down 
soaking snow on to the upper Skelda Glacier. Schurovski 
is plastered, and streams of snow run down the lower slabs 
out of the mist. Ushba is hidden in mist and snow above 
the crumbling ice-fall. Richard waits to help us down at the 
German bivouac, while Tut assists in the rescue of an 
unfortunate Bulgar in a deep crevasse. Our toes are 
uncomfortable : Ushba will have to wait. 

SUMMARY 
The Caucasus. Pie Schurovski, North Face. The f irst ascent of t he 'Centenary Cl imb' 
by Hamish M ac innes, Chris Woodall and Paul Nunn. 24th -26th July, 1970. Grade E.D. 
( Russian 5b) 3,000 feet of mainly steep mixed climbing. Other members of the 
expediti on w ere Al an M c Hardy, Paul Brai thwaite and Peter Seeds (J ournalist). 

"The 
SOCKS 
were 

excellent" 

Reports 
BRITISH SOVIET CAUCASUS EXPEDITION 

1970 
The members wore climbing hose 
& socks lined with Warm Pure Wool 

Looped Stitch 'Terry'. 

Also used by British Womens Himalayan 
Expedition 1970 and many others. 

SUPPLIED BY: 

Star Sportswear ltd. 
Formerly Star Knitting Co. Ltd. 

Wakefield England Tel 76221 (STD 0924) 
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Theartof 
climbing-down gracefully 

A compendium of commonly used ploys .. 
by Tom Patey 
Modern climbing is becoming fiercely competitive. Every 
year marks the fa II of yet another Last Great Problem or yet 
another Last Great Problem Climber. Amidst this seething 
ant-hill , one must not overlook the importance of Staying 
Alive. This is why I propose to devote a few lines to the 
" Art of Climbing Down Gracefully" - that long, dedicated 
Decline to Dignified Decrepitude. 

I have had another title suggested, viz : " How to be a top 
climber without actually climbing ". But that would not only 
be misleading, it would make a travesty of the article. One 
must assume that respect has been earned honourably in the 
field of battle and not by mere subterfuge. It is in order to 
maintain this respect that one employs certain little 
subtleties that would ill befit the brash imposter. 

In short, this is a compendium for Mountaineers - not 
mountebanks! 

(1) The 'Off-form' Ploy 
This one is as old as the hills, but is still widely used. Few 
climbers will admit to being 'on -form '. Everyone would 
feel uneasy if they did . 

A climber who was 'on -form' during the morning can be 
feeling 'off-form' by early afternoon . If an interval of 48 
hours or so has elapsed between climbs, he may talk of 
being 'out of condition ' . If the interval is a month or longer, 
he may justifiably consider himself to be 'out of training'. 
Unfortunately, so many climbers take their training 
seriously nowadays (with press-ups, dumb-bells, running up 
the down-escalators in Tube Stations, etc.) that it is 
unwise to be out of training when in the company of 
dedicated mountaineers. A friendly invitation to Bowles' 
Mountaineering Gymnasium can be the natural outcome of 
such a remark. 

(2) The 'Too Much Like Hard Work ' Ploy 
This is the Englishman's favourite gambit when climbing (or 
not climbing) North of the Border. Many Scottish cliffs are 
admittedly remote in comparison with Shepherd's Crag, but 
I have heard such remarks at Glencoe, where you can 
scarcely leave the main road without bumping your head 
against an overhang. No, this simply will not do! Far more 
effective is the Sassenach's second -choice gambit, viz: 

(3) The 'Chossy Climb' Ploy 
' Poxy', 'chossy' and 'rubbish ' are all terms characteristically 
used by English and Welsh climbers to denigrate Scottish 
routes which they have either failed to climb or failed to 
find (without searching too minutely) . 

Eye-witness reports could reveal that Spiderman made 
repeated attempts to overcome the crux before he was 
ignominiously repulsed and left hanging in a tangle of 
slings and etriers. But this is at variance with the Official 
Party Line, which stresses Spiderman's disgust at finding 
the initial holds cloaked with greenery. His aesthetic sense 
was so offended that he instantly abandoned the climb and 
spent the day more profitably in a nearby hostelry. 

Spiderman's reputation remains untarriished. It is the 
luckless pioneers who are singled out for derision just as 
they were preparing to crow over his downfall - a neat 
demonstration of how to convert defeat into a moral 
triumph . A really selective ' route gourmet' like Spiderman 
can sometimes spend years in a fruitless quest for 
perfection without ever finding a climb to which he can 
justifiably commit himself. 
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(4 ) The 'fee -man' Ploy 
This is the exiled Scotsman's counter -ploy when lured on to 
English outcrops. 'Tm a Snow and Ice Man myself! " is a 
fairly safe assertion at Harrison's, where it is highly 
unlikely that you will be given the opportunity to 
demonstrate your skills . 

Oddly enough, I first heard this line from an Englishman. 
The scene was the now-defunct Chalet Biolay at 
Chamonix, which at that time (1952) was almost entirely 
populated by Oxbridge types - pleasant fellows, although 
all unmistakably tarred with the same brush, and 
handicapped by their common background. Amid this 
select group was a rank outsider, Mr. S., who stuck out like 
a sore thumb. Mike Taylor and I were captivated by his 
facility for saying the wrong thing at the wrong time. 
("I say! You two lads have got definite promise. If one of 
you gets himself killed would the other please look me up? 
I'm looking for a partner for the Brenva ." ) 

Mr. S. had swallowed Smythe and Murray piecemeal and 
could regurgitate selected phrases from either author with 
gay abandon . His impact on the Establishment was 
shattering : " All this talk of Vi's and A3's bores me to tears," 
he would announce in a loud voice, addressing no one in 
particular. " Show me the Englishman - yes, show me the 
Englishman I say! - who can stand upright in his steps, 
square-set to the slope, and hit home hard and true, 
striking from the shoulder! There must be very few of us 
Ice Men left around. lce-manship may be a forgotten craft, 
but it's still the Cornerstone of Mountaineering. Never 
forget that! Any fool can monkey about on rock overhangs, 
but it takes craft and cunning to beat the Brenva ! !" 

He got away with it too. The 'Great Mixed Routes' are so 
seldom in condition that a dedicated Ice Man can remain in 
semi-permanent cold storage without much fear of 
exposure. 

(5) The 'Secret Cliff' Ploy 
This dark horse is seldom seen in the Pass, but makes a 
belated appearance at closing time. He speaks slowly and 
reluctantly with a far-away look in his eyes. 
"We've been sizing up a new crag," he eventually admits 
after much probing. "Amazing that nobody ever spotted it 
before, but then climbers don't get around much 
nowadays . .. We're not giving away any details, of course, 
until we've worked it out ... Should be good for at least 
twenty more top-grade routes .. . " 

None of these routes ever appears in print, but this too can 
be explained away at a later date by the Anti -Guide -Book 
Ploy : "Why deprive others of the joys of original 
exploration? We don't want such a superb crag to suffer 
the fate of Cloggy, and become vulgarized by meaningless 
variations." 

Evasiveness can be finely pointed and even spectacular : 
"What route did you climb today then?" 
"Dunno, we haven't named it yet! " 

All these gambits find their ideal medium in the 'Solo Man ' 
Ploy. 

(6) The 'Solo Man' Ploy 
The subtlety in this case lies in the fact that nobody, 
apart from the man himself, knows how Solo Man spent 
the day. From the moment he disappears at the double 
over the first convenient hillock, his movements are 



shrouded in mystery. He needs no accomplice, and he holds 
all the aces. Viz : " Had a look at Vector today . .. Quite 
thin ... " (Solo Man had indeed looked at Vector. He 
didn't like what he saw.) 
Or : " Forgot the Guide Book . .. No idea where I was ... 
Damned good route all the same! Yes, it probably was a 
first ascent, but I won't be entering it. You can 't expect me 
to remember details. " 
Or : "Found the Tension Traverse pretty tricky ... A rope 
would have been quite useful . . . " 

(7) The 'Responsible Family Man' Ploy 
This is the most stereotyped of all the non-climbing ploys. 
How often has the marriage altar (halter?) proved the 
graveyard of a mountaineer's ambitions? The little camp 
follower who cooked the meals and darned everybody's 
socks is suddenly transformed into an all -demanding, 
insatiable virago whose grim disapproval makes strong men 
wilt in their kletterschuhe. Climbing weekends become less 
and less frequent and, despite well-meant advice from 
climbing friends on the benefits of 'The Pill' , it is only a 
year before the union is blessed with child . In many cases 
this is the natural end of things, but a few die-hards still 
put in an annual appearance - pale shrunken ghosts who 
glance nervously over their shoulders before they speak. 
"Don't seem to get away much nowadays," they mutter 
despondently. " Can't take the same risks - unfair to the 
kids." So saying, they leap into their Volvos or M ini-
Coopers and become power-crazy charioteers, mowing down 
crash-barriers and terrorizing the walking populace. Back 
home they scream to a halt in a cloud of dust and shrink 
back into normal dimensions: "Sorry you had to wait up 
for me dear - just dropped in for a quick one with the lads 
and got a bit carried away." 

This is very effective because it contains an element of 
pathos and brings a lump to the throat of the most 
hardened of Hard -Men. Some ageing climbers, no longer 
able to make the grade on the crags, have been known to 
contemplate matrimony as the only honourable way out. 

(8) The 'Wrong Gear' Ploy 
With a little foresight it is always easy to bring the wrong 
equipment for the day and then allow everyone to share 
your vexation. The user of this ploy will turn up for a winter 
assault on Point Five Gully wearing brand new P.A.'s. 
"Great God ! I didn't expect to find snow on the Ben this 
late. Just my luck . . . " 
For a weekend 's climbing at Harrison's he will have 
borrowed a pair of High Altitude Everest Boots. 
"Just breaking them in for the Real Thing . Not much use on 
the small hold stuff, but jolly good for the South Col." 

I remember an American climber who survived an entire 
summer at Chamonix by means of this ploy. 
"You're missing all the fine weather," we told him. 
'Tm an aid-man," he explained, " and I'm stuck here t ill my 
hardware arrives. It was crated up in New York three weeks 
ago, and the last I heard it was in Paris." 

The elusive crate, in fact, never reached its destination. 
First it was in Cherbourg, then Paris, finally Chamonix. 
From Chamonix it was redirected to Paris before the owner 
could stake his claim . We left him a month later still 
propping up the juke box in the Bar National. "Some guys 
have all the goddammed luck," he complained bitterly. 

(9) The 'Faulty Alarm Clock' Ploy 
Somebody ought to manufacture Faulty Alarm Clocks for 

ROCK CLIMBING IN SNOWDONIA 

Special courses run by 
Al Harris and Pete Crew 

Write for detai ls enclosi ng S. A. E. to 
Crew and Harr is, Bigil, Dinorwi c, Caerns. 

weekend climbers. Far better to blame an inanimate object 
for your misfortunes than to inculpate your companions ... 

One acquaintance of mine, a Mr. X., always made a point of 
discussing the next morning's breakfast before turning in 
for the night. His companions, who assumed that he 
intended to rise and cook breakfast himself, would be 
dismayed to waken at 10.0 a.m. to the sight of an irate 
Mr. X. pointing accusingly towards an alarm clock wh ich 
had mysteriously appeared at their bedside overnight. 
" You promised to wake me when the alarm went off! " he 
would thunder. "And here I've been, lying awake, not 
knowing the time, and now it's too late to attempt 
anything worthwhile! Really this is too bad !" Etc. 

(10) Various Time -wasting Tactics 
Let us assume that the climbing party has been roused at an 
early hour by some misguided fellow whose insomnia 
rendered the Alarm Clock manoeuvre futile . What additional 
stratagem may be adopted to delay or divert the party on 
its way to the crags? There is a wide choice. One of the 
leading exponents of this art was a certain Captain 'Jungle' 
of the Royal Marine Commando, whose name will be 
recalled with affection by several generations of National 
Servicemen. "We shall proceed carefully and deliberately, 
walking in single file," Jungle would announce in 
portentous tones. "I myself will go in front, and I shall be 
demonstrating what we in the Cliff Assault Wing call 
'Commando Pace'. 'Commando Pace' ensures that we 
arrive Battle-fit at our chosen destination, however distant 
that may be." 
A close observer would have detected a twitch in the rugged 
features pf the senior N.C.O. instructor. He alone knew that 
'Commando Pace' was Jungle's private invention, and that 
it was designed to ensure that Jungle never reached his 
chosen destination. Considerable acrobatic skill was 
required to follow in Jungle's footsteps. Many young 
recruits fell over as they attempted the slow transfer of 
body weight from one foot to the other. As Jungle himself 
once remarked, "it was like learning to walk all over again" . 

Among the various philanthropic diversions, the most 
praiseworthy and time-consuming is adding stones to 
wayside cairns ("Somebody must set an example" ) . 

Cooking is a very effective form of procrastination, but the 
all-important meal - breakfast - offers little scope to the 
culinary expert unless he be a Porridge King . Porridge 
making is a specialized craft, and great care must be 
exercised using the traditional wooden 'spirtle' instead of 
an ordinary spoon. This can easily be mislaid, but is 
essential to the consistency of the finished product. 

Sandwiches take time to prepare ; if you are safety
conscious enough to refuse to leave for a day on the hill 
without 48 hour's emergency rations, it can well be early 
afternoon before you can justifiably set out. 

(11) The 'Fohn Wind' and other 'Bad Weather' Ploys 
With spine-chilling candour, Rene Desmaison wrote: "I have 
heard it said that it takes more courage to retreat than to 
advance. I cannot share these sentiments!" M . Desmaison 
is, of course, a Frenchman writing for Frenchmen, but he 
would scarcely get away with this sort of remark in the 
British Alpine Journal. Not by a long chalk. It strikes at the 
very foundations of British Alpinism and undermines our 
most deep-rooted traditional ploy - 'Giving the Mountain Best' . 

It was during my first Alpine season that I came into 
contact with the ever-popular 'Zermatt Gambit' . An elderly 
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list of routes and street map free and with pleasure. 
(We also have an indoor Ski School) . 

gentleman, wearing knickerbockers and armed with an 
alpenstock, would totter out on to his hotel balcony, 
raising aloft a trembling, pre-moistened index finger. 
"Aha! I thought as much," he would chuckle grimly, "the 
Fohn Wind is in the offing ! No climbing for you, young 
fellow, for a week at least!" 

I was a bit frustrated by this, so I determined that the 
next time I went to a hut I would follow the advice of 
local Alpine guides. If they didn't know, who did? That 
night, thirty-two guides slept at the Couvercle Hut, and 
they all got up at 2.0 a.m. like a major volcanic eruption . 
One of them, with an attractive female client in tow, walked 
out, prodded the snow with an ice-axe, sniffed the night air, 
and without a word retired to his bed. It later transpired 
that this was the celebrated Armand Charlet. Thirty-one 
silent guides looked at each other, shook their heads, and 
retired likewise. We woke at 8.0 a.m. to find brilliant 
sunshine. 
"Pourquoi ?" I demanded wrathfully. "Pourquoi ?" (It was 
one of the few French words at my disposal, so I used it 
twice.) 
"Charlet a dit !" said one of the guides reverently, mentally 
crossing himself. "C'est trop dangereux !" 
"Pourquoi ?" I demanded again, not without reason . 
"Charlet a dit !" he repeated, waving his arms towards a 
cloudless horizon . "Tempete de neige, qui va venir bientot 
sans doute." 

The last time I saw Charlet he was heading for the valley 
with the attractive blonde in close attendance. It was the 
first day of what proved to be a ten-day record heat wave. 
I remembered the time-honoured Victorian dictum: 
"Follow the Old Guide - he knows best!" There was more 
than a grain of truth in that ... 

In the hands of a reliable weather-lore expert, the 'Bad 
Weather' Ploy can be practically infallible. Such a man can 
spend an entire Alpine season without setting boot to rock, 
simply by following the bad weather around, and 
consistently turning up in the wrong place at the wrong time. 

(12) The 'Greater Ranges' Ploy 
Historians tell us that Frank Smythe only began to function 
properly above 20,000ft. That adds up to a pretty 
considerable handicap, when you consider how much of his 
life must have been spent at lower altitudes. It is all part 
of the mystique which surrounds The Men Who Are 
Expected To Go High. 

For this ploy some previous Himalayan experience is 
essential. It may involve a tourist weekend in Katmandu, a 
transcendental meditation with the Maharishi, or merely 
bribing Chris Briggs to append your signature to the ceiling 
of the Everest Room at Pen-y-Gwryd (he will probably 
refuse, but there is no harm in trying). Once the aura has 
formed, you can hardly go wrong. You can patrol the foot 
of Stanage with all the invested authority of an Everester. 
No one expects you to climb. It is enough that you retain 
a soft spot for your humble origins. 

"This is all very different from the South Col!" you can 
remark crisply, as you watch bikini-clad girls swarming over 
the rocks like chameleons. Any throw-away line of this 
sort goes down well, and it gives them something to talk 
about after you have moved on . As I said before, nobody 
really expects a man who has survived the South Col to 
risk his neck on some paltry outcrop. 
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'Tm a Gritstone Man myself," you can admit with pride, 
and then proceed to qualify the statement: "But let us keep 
our sense of proportion, and remember that British crags are 
not an end in themselves but a Springboard to the 
Greater Ranges. The Battle of Waterloo was won on the 
playing fields ~-f Eton! That is something we must all 
remember ... 

Old Winthrop Young summed it all up in his Valedictory 
Address to the Alpine Club: "These armies of young boys 
and girls practising their wholesome open-air callisthenics, 
flooding the valley in hale and hearty chase of pins-and
needles upon which to thread their athletic limbs upside 
down . .. What was their love to ours? ... The pursuit of 
the distant white Domes .. . etc .... etc .... etc." 

(13) The 'Base Camp Martyr' Ploy 
This philanthropic character always contrives to be the 
Odd Man Out. 
"Look here chaps! Let's be sensible about this. A rope of 
two makes much faster time than a threesome, and I'm only 
going to hold you back. It's the team effort that counts, 
after all. If we get Two Men to the Top, we will not have 
failed! I may be kicking my heels in Base Camp, but I'll be 
with you in spirit: you both know that. Good Luck and 
Good Hunting!" 

(14) 'Weak Member on the Rope' Ploy 
A Past-President of the Aberdeen University Mountaineering 
Club used this ploy with such remarkable success that he 
was never once crag-bound during his entire term of 
Office. "No hard climbs for me today, Tom," he would sigh 
heavily. 'Tm afraid I've got a weak member on the rope -
can't afford to extend myself." 
Where Charlie managed to find his chain-gang of 
incompetents was an irritating mystery. Even more 
irritating was the fact that most of them were good-looking, 
impressionable popsies who venerated Charlie as a natural 
successor to Sir John Hunt. We threw snowballs and 
shouted at them from our lofty heights, but only earned their 
silent contempt. 

Only on one occasion did we find Charlie un-chaperoned 
by his brood. That was when he pulled his Master Ploy. 
"Snow climbing today, Tom? Surely not!" he exclaimed in 
genuine astonishment. "I'm going to build an igloo! Perfect 
snow conditions for Igloo Building. You won't find better 
conditions for fifty years." 
I commend this to anyone as a useful Winter Ploy, adaptable 
to all weathers and all conditions. Very few people, apart 
from Eskimos, know anything at all about igloos. 

(15) The 'Old Man of the Mountains' Ploy 
The essence of this ploy is that you cannot teach an Old 
Dog new tricks. Viz : 
"Play up, play up and play the game - but learn the rules 
first . Ignore the rules, and the game is no longer worth 
playing . Present-day rock acrobats don't accept exposure as 
part of the game. They protect themselves every yard of the 
way with ridiculous little gadgets of shapes and sizes. The 
designations are unimportant - they are un- British in name 
and un-British in nature! Gone are the days of Kirkus and 
Edwards, when a leader had sufficient moral conviction to 
run out 150ft. of lightweight hemp before taking a hitch! 
Who wants to join the clanking slab -queues to witness the 
crucifixion of a long-loved friend? I found this at 
Abraham's Ledge on the Crowberry last week!" (unwrapping 
a rusty piton which he carries round for the purpose) . 
"Covet, it young man, at your peril ! My race may be run, 
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but never let it be said that I helped beget a generation of 
Cream-Puff climbers." 

To qualify for the Hob-Nail Brigade the speaker need not 
have reached the allotted three-score-and-ten, but he 
should at least cultivate an aura of venerability. He should 
also take care to familiarize himself with the appropriate 
vocabulary: 

Acrobats, monkeys, engineers, 
technicians and steeplejacks : The Modern Generation. 

Hare-brained escapade : A new route. 
Munich mechanization: Artificial climbing. 
Death-or-Glory fanatics: Hard-men. 
Dangle-and-Whack merchants : Aid-men. 
The Golden Age : Pre-1930. 
The Iron Age: Post-1930. 
A sound climber : An old climber. 
A cautious climber: A very slow climber. 
A mature climber : An ageing incompetent. 

A die-hard traditionalist: A rude old man. 

Nails or spikes : Pitons. 
Rings or Clips: Karabiners 
Unjustifiable: Perhaps quite hard. 
Utterly unjustifiable: Quite hard. 
A great mixed route: A snow plod. 
A courageous decision : Chickening out. 
An Alpine Start: The time to leave the Bar National. 

This article and another, to be published in Mountain 17, were specially 
written for us by Patey before his fatal accident last year. Because of 
plans to compile a book of his writings we have delayed publication 
until now. The book One Man's Mountains will be published by 
Gollancz in October. It will contain virtually all of his published articles 
and many of his songs. A fitting tribute to this gifted raconteur and 
chronicler of the climbing world . 
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Mountain interview 

ANDERL HECKMAIR 

As Reinhold Messner commented in our last 
issue, modern alpinism's greatest period was 
in the 'thirties, when so many of the best 
routes were climbed . Surprisingly, climbers 
from English -speaking countries have been 
slow to grasp the significance of the period . 
Only now, as the great Alpine routes become 
better known, is the stature of their poorly 
equipped pioneers coming to be 
appreciated. 

The most notorious - and the most publicized 
- of these climbs was that of the North Face of 

MOUNTAIN : Anderl, how did you get into 
climbing? 

HECKMAIR: I started in Munich with a 
group of friends - Schneider, R ittler, Brehm, 
Ertl - most of whom died later in the 
mountains. We called our club the Hochempor 
Munchen. All of us were 18 or 19 years old 
in the middle 1920's. We started climbing not 
for honour or success, but just for enjoyment. 
Soon we were doing very difficult routes. 

Did the depression interfere with climbing? 

Not at all. We had no work, so we had nothing 
to do. Instead of walking the streets we 
went climbing . 

How did you manage without money? 

We would cycle to the mountains and stay as 
long as the provisions lasted . Mostly we 
climbed in the Wilder Kaiser. I 

Who, of the active climbers, most influenced 
you at the time ? 

Emile Solleder, Hans Dulfer and Paul Preuss. 

But Duffer and Preuss had very different 
attitudes to climbing ... 

We preferred the Preuss style - natural 
climbing without any artificial aids at all -
but as many of our routes were very hard (all 
the main routes in the Kaiser were being 
done at this time) we were forced to take 
pitons and use the pendulum moves 
developed by Dulfer and Herzog. Without 
pendulum techniques many of our climbs 
would have been more difficult. 

What was your job when you had work? 

I was a landscape gardener. I found this had 
much in common with mountaineering -
botanically and geologically. 
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the Eiger. The numerous unsuccessful 
attempts on the face, and the many fatalities, 
roused the press to a state of hysteria which 
persists even to this day. Commentaries 
linked the challenge of the face to the tensions 
of the explosive political situation in pre -war 
Europe, and the political aspects of attempted 
ascents were exploited to the full. In fact, 
most of the climbers involved were merely 
interested in new routes, and not in the 
intricacies of Mein Kampf. But pre- and 
post-war commentators saw nationalistic 
pride in th e climbers' ambition : Anderl 
Heckmair, the humble and dedicated guide 
who led the successful ascent, was, with his 
companions, branded as a raving Nazi 
fanatic . Certainly the team's involvement, 
after the climb, with the Nazi propaganda 
machine did little to ingratiate them with other 
climbers. Their pre-war book, The Eiger 
Climb, with its veneer of propaganda and its 
photographs of the climbers posing with Nazi 
notables, left a poor impression. 
Many embittered chroniclers took the book on 
its face value, and castigated the climbers as 
fanatics, without examining more carefully 
their impressive record as serious 
mountaineers. It was only in 1961 that 
Heinrich Harrer's book The White Spider went 
some way towards restoring the climbers' 
tarnished reputations ; now, the majority of 
the climbing world fully acknowledges the 
ascents of the Eigerwand and other great 
north faces as important landmarks in modern 
climbing . 

Do you think this affected your attitude 
towards the mountains ? 

Certainly. You know, everyone should start by 
walking in the mountains before taking up 
climbing . A climber has got to climb with his 
heart - when he looks at a mountain, he 
should think about its history and its geology. 
That way, he will develop a feeling of 
sympathy for it. You know, if I see a certain 
type of rock, I know immediately what sort of 
flora will grow there . I found this very 
useful when I was guiding in the mountains. 
Those people who succeed today exaggerate 
the artificial aspect of cl imbing and have lost 
sight of what real climbing is all about. One 
might as well climb the wall of a house. 
Of course pitons are needed at times, but to 
me it doesn 't seem a great success to go to a 
mountain and place pitons every couple of 
feet. Still, I have to admit that in the 'twenties 
the older climbers frowned on us for being 
prepared to use pitons. But I must say we 
always took ours out - and other people's too! 

Some don't I The Bonatti Pillar has so many 
permanent pegs these days that it hardly 
resembles the original climb ... 

Yes - one may as well wait until they build 
a cable car! 

How do you feel about Comici's climbs? 

Well , he was a pillar in alpine history. His 
route on the Drei Zinnen was done with far 
less artificial climbing than is employed today. 

What about his dictum:"/ wish some day to 
make a route and from the summit drop a drop 
of water; and this is where my route will have 
gone"? Surely this is a justification for bolting? 

At the time when Comici said that, there 

In The White Spider Heckmair emerged as a 
master climber, deeply respected by his 
companions as one of the greatest 
mountaineers of the day. Perhaps his most 
important qualities as a mountaineer are 
those of prudence and boldness. The former 
counselled retreat on several occasions in 
the face of poor conditions on the Grandes 
Jorasses and the Eiger. Indeed, such was his 
patience that he waited twenty years after 
his first attempt, to make a successful ascent 
of the Walker Spur. 
On that climb, as on the Eiger, Heckmair's 
boldness, based on his supreme confidence in 
his ability as a climber, was revealed . On 
both routes he continued safely and steadily 
when the weather broke, and emerged from 
the ordeal unscathed and fit . 
Today, 65-year-old Heckmair lives and works 
in the resort of Oberstdorf, southern Germany. 
It was here that we interviewed him, sipping 
bourbon in his timber- lined basement flat as 
he recounted his experiences. A lady -friend 
translated, occasionally collapsing in 
laughter as the diminutive guide interjected 
some bawdy Bavarian expletive to stress a 
point. Heckmair's leathery face creased with 
mischief and enjoyment as the evening drew 
on . So the foxy little landscape gardener from 
Munich is now naturally and modestly 
coming to terms with his belated acclaim as 
one of the world's greatest mountaineers, his 
attitudes still simple and honest, unchanged 
by the endless controversy that has raged 
round his greatest climb. 

weren 't the facilities for putting it into 
action, and thus he didn't realize its full 
implications. I was disturbed when I heard 
that the Rudolph brothers were attempting 
the Great Overhang on the Western Zinne, 
but of course this was so difficult that the 
bolts might have been justified. 

In that case, who, in your view, was the real 
initiator of artificial climbing? 

Hans Fiechtl and Dulfer were the first ones to 
use pitons for aid, to assist climbing, instead 
of just using them for protection, and the 
young men quickly adopted them. It made it 
possible for us to make more difficult climbs 
in the Kaiser and in the Wetterstein and 
Karwendel. 

Let's go back to your early years, if we may. 

Well , I started just like everyone else, walking 
and climbing . By 1930, we had done most 
of the more difficult routes, but the three big 
problems of the Alps remained unclimbed -
the North Faces of the Matterhorn, the 
Grandes Jorasses and the Eiger. I got to 
know Gustaf Kroner, who had already climbed 
the Red Sentinel on Mont Blanc. Together 
we planned to try one of the three last 
problems. Of course we didn 't have any 
money. Everyone thought we were crazy. 
You couldn't get money from newspapers in 
those days, like you can today. They weren 't 
very interested in climbing , and anyway we 
didn't think of asking them. It was our 
problem and we were doing it for ourselves, 
not for publicity. Mind you, if we had been 
offered money by the newspapers. I am quite 
sure we would have taken it! 
Well , as you know, Franz and Toni Schmid 
climbed the Matterhorn North Face in 1931 . 



So that left the Grandes Jorasses and the 
Eiger. We tried the Grandes Jorasses several 
times, cycling to Chamonix from Switzerland, 
but each time we were unsuccessful and it 
was very frustrating .2 During one of these 
visits, after we had failed on the face yet 
again, we made the first ascent of the North 
Face of the Grandes Charmoz. Of course, 
Welzenbach had been on the face, but he had 
traversed off below the final steep section . 
We were able to complete the route by going 
directly to the summit - a very difficult climb. 
In 1935, Peters and Maier, from Munich, 
climbed the North Face of the Grandes 
Jorasses by the Croz Spur, so we decided to 
devote our attentions to the Eiger Nordwand. 
So did other climbers. From 1935 onwards, 
the competition became intense. Nevertheless, 
the Walker Spur always remained my main 
ambition . It is an ideal route and , in my view, 
the finest in the Alps 

Hias Rebitsch was another serious contender 
for the face . Did you ever think of trymg it 
together? 

We were very good friends, but we both had 
plans to climb the Eiger with our own teams. 
Hias was a very fine climber and didn't need 
to climb with me to do the Eiger, nor I with 
him. So we had a sort of friendly rivalry and 
both hoped to do the route first. But after 
his attempt in 1937 (when he and Vorg 
reached the Ramp after 100 hours, and then 
retreated), we got together and planned to 
join forces. Then, in 1938, he had the 
opportunity of going to the Himalaya and 
wasn 't available for another attempt, so he 
suggested that I join with his companion 
Ludwig (Wiggerl) Vorg . 
I hadn't P'eviously met Vorg, so we arranged 
to get together for some training climbs in 
the Wilder Kaiser. I got back to the 
Gaudeamus Hut one evening to find two 
climbers waiting for me: both were short, the 
one slim, the other fat. Yet I recognized 
something of the extreme climbet in the fat 
one. He was truly the Vorg-Wiggerl ! I never 
had a companion so completely different from 
me, yet with whom I harmonized so well , as 
Wiggerl. That was a critical factor of our 
success. 

How were you affected by the hysterical 
atmosphere that surrounded the face at this 
time? 

On previous attempts we'd both been 
embarrasssed by being recognized immediately 
as Eiger candidates. This time we entered 
Switzerland as tourists, with all our equipment, 
including rucksacks, loaded into four trunks. 
The one with all the ironware weighed a 
hundredweight on its own. Only the ice axes 
couldn't be packed, and we had to carry 
them under our arms. 
Most of the talking came from people who 
had never even seen the route. The French, 
the Swiss and the English, for instance, were 
very critical of the Austrian, German and 
Italian attempts, but I feel sure that, had the 
face remained unclimbed, they would soon 
have been trying it too ! 

It has been said that only climbers from 
Fascist countries were interested in making 
the climb, for reasons of national glory. 

That was nonsense, of course5 - as was later 
proved by the fact that it was a French pair, 

Top: After the Eiger climb the victorious climbers were met by the press at Kleine Scheiddegg. 
Left to right: Heinrich Harrer, Fritz Kasparek, Heckmair and Wigger/ Vdrg (his hand bleeding after 
being pierced by Heckmair's crampon) . 
Below: When they returned to Munich the climbers were treated as national heroes. Here 
Heckmair and Vorg drive in a victory parade. 
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Anderl Heckmair 

Below: Herman Kollensberger and Heckmair after their epic ascent of the Walker Spur. 

Terray and Lachenal, that made the second 
ascent. I was very pleased about that, for it 
finally put an end to all the silly criticism 
and showed that you didn't need to come from 
a Fascist country to want to do a hard climb. 
Politics just didn't come into it. I was living 
in Switzerland for most of the period prior 
to the war anyway, and I know that the 
other climbers too had little interest in 
politics. When we climbed the face, however, 
we were put in the newspapers as national 
heroes and this gave the impression that the 
climb was Nazi-inspired. The Italians made 
the same fuss after Cassin had done the 
Walker, but I believe that Cassin and his 
friends were like us and only interested in 
climbing. 

Were any of the climbers in the Nazi party? 

No. Hinterstoisser and Kurz were in the 
Wehrmacht, but the army had told them that 
they must not attempt the climb. They 
disobeyed orders. 

But you have been quoted as saying certain 
things that appear to contradict that. For 
instance Claire Engel quoted you as saying: 
'We the sons of the Older Reich, united with 
our companions from the Eastern border to 
march together to victory·. 
Well, here we were misquoted. It was a 
passage from our book The Eiger Climb which 
was published in 1938. The exact passage 
read: 'Isn't it a dispensation of providence? 
Two men from Munich went to their death 
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with two Austrians (Hinterstoisser and 
company) . Two Austrians now go to victory 
with two men from Munich.' I have never 
thought, said or written the sentence that 
Claire Engel imputes to me. 

Further on in her book she quotes you as 
saying that your 'most splendid reward' was 
being presented to Hitler. 

We felt exactly as anyone else would, 
normal climbers who were suddenly 
taken out of their anonymous lives, and 
presented to the mightiest man in Germany 
at that time . This could have happened as 
well to a dancing bear. The same situation 
happened to Sir Edmund Hillary when he was 
honoured by Queen Elizabeth for conquering 
Mount Everest. 

In 'The Eiger Climb' you say: "The Fuhrer 
was right when he said that the word 
'impossible' was only for cowards". What 
did you mean ? 

This comment by Hitler was, to us, not a 
typically Nazi one . It had been said before 
and it is still relevant. The point is that most 
things are possible if one has the 
determination. 

Were you aware of any likely political 
repurcussions of your involvement with 
the Nazis? 

Well, being completely unpolitical ourselves 
we didn't really consider it. We were flattered 
to be received and honoured by the Head 

of State and Government, as anyone would 
be. It was only at the outbreak of war that 
the real political situation became clear to us 
Mind you, I can't blame the other countries 
for thinking as they did; the Nazis made such 
heroes out of us that people believed we had 
been helped by the party and had received 
money from it, but this simply was not true. 
I'm glad to see that climbing nowadays has 
managed to free itself of these sorts of 
pressures and is rapidly becoming a truly 
international sport. 

Don't you think that the big Himalayan 
expeditions of the 'fifties - to Everest and 
the other great peaks - had an element of 
nationalism? 

Yes, they certainly seemed to have, but 
now, with ventures like Dyrenfurth 's 
International Everest Expedition, the trend is 
clearly away from this. The Japanese perhaps 
still appear to be nationalistic, but I feel sure 
that really they just want to climb mountains 
like all mountaineers. Climbers now speak 
and understand each other throughout the 
world, whatever political barriers they have to 
cross. This can only be good. 

But only recently a German politician 
complained about the lack of national 
success on the highest peaks in the world. 
Oh, he was just a silly fool! 

When you did the Eiger, how did you feel 
about tackling such a climb with all its 
dangers and its notorious reputation? 

Well , to do these big climbs, one needs a 
large amount of fatalism and fanaticism 
(though not in the political sense). This 
comes easier if one has nothing to lose. If 
you have a family and a profession, it is much 
more difficult, and I think it is impossible to 
justify the risk morally. But if, like myself at 
that time, one has no links, no possessions, 
no money, then it is easy, and if one is 
prepared to face up to the great risks it is 
possible to do difficult first ascents like the 
Eiger. People often don't understand this. 
Doing a big climb is a bit crazy, but after
wards you somehow have to return to living 
a normal life, and that is just as hard ! 

Are you saying that a climber needs to be 
poor to succeed in the hardest climbs? 

It's not essential, of course, but I do feel 
that for a person with security, either 
financial or professional, it is much more 
difficult to make a big climb. 

Why were there so many accidents during 
those early attempts on the Eiger? 

Well, the equipment was very poor in those 
days. On top of that, I don't think people 
understood the size of the problem; they 
were thus unprepared for the great 
difficulties. We were able to wait until the 
time was right and went on to the face fully 
prepared for the problems.7 I had done many 
difficult climbs in the Mont Blanc region, but 
I was only prepared to attempt the Eiger when 
I felt that I was fit and had a 90% chance of 
success. 
The problem was to climb the face by any 
means. For the Eiger, it's not enough to be a 
good climber; you also have to have a sort of 
sixth sense, an experience built of many 
alpine climbs You've got to keep going when 
the weather is changing and dangers are 



coming On the third day of our ascent the 
weather changed . Frankly, I was quite pleased 
that I had the opportunity to prove to myself 
that I could climb the route in any condition, 
that I was fully prepared. I had intended to 
go straight from the Eiger to the Walker Spur, 
but this turned out to be impossible. All the 
publicity demanded that we returned to 
Germany immediately, where we were treated 
like heroes. It probably wouldn't have worked 
anyway, because the others were so tired 
after our climb, but I felt myself fully able to 
rush over to Chamonix to do it. Well, as you 
know, Cassin and his friends came over from 
Italy a few days later and climbed it. 

Tell us something more of the climb itself, 
What happened when you met the Austrians? 

Well, when Wiggerl and I went on the face, 
we caught up with Harrer and Kasparek. We 
hadn't planned to go on the face with them 
and were not fascinated with the idea of 
going as a rope of four because it was 
slower, but I could hardly send them down, so 
it was inevitable. However, as the climb 
continued, we grew into a team and at the 
end we were linked together by our 
experience.6 

Did you lead throughout? 

Yes - for two reasons. Firstly, I took the lead 
at the start and it was inconvenient to change 
order. But more important was our equipment. 
Viirg and I had new pairs of 12-point 
crampons, which had just become available 
at Sporthaus Schuster in Munich, whereas 
Kasparek had 10-pointers and Harrer only 
had nailed boots and would have had to have 
chopped steps. We went first and were able 
to help them, so our combined progress was 
faster. When we got to the bottom of the 
Ramp we were on new ground. At first the 
climbing was easy and I thought the whole 
thing was going to be an anti-climax, but 
when we got to the Ice Chimney it became 
much harder and this pleased me. As I said 
before, I wanted to prove that my fitness and 
training were equal to the problems of the 
route. 
The Traverse of the Gods was easy, and so 
was the Spider, despite the .avalanches. We 
never once lost the route, despite the fact 
that it was impossible to fix the route exactly 
from below. I am sure that the reason for this 
was that 'sixth sense' I was talking about, 
You know, many modern climbers haven't got 
this sense and sometimes they lose their way 
on a complicated route, but then I suppose with 
all these direttissimas it doesn't matter anyway 
- you only need to be able to climb hard. 

What happened when the weather 
deteriorated? 

That was in the Spider. Again, I didn 't 
mind too much, as it gave me another 
opportunity to test myself, That is not to say 
that I did all the work; the others supported 
me very well and carried all the equipment, 
leaving me free to climb. Viirg was weakening 
a little, but when we made our final bivouac 
he gave me the best position . I was tired and 
went to sleep immediately, leaning my head 
on his back all night. He had to lean forward, 
but he never complained. 

And you finished the climb the next day? 

Yes, We were lucky in that others had 
previously done the Mitellegi Ridge, so we 

knew the way down the west flank. While we 
were struggling down through the storm, we 
decided not to return to our tents, but to 
rent a room at the Scheidegg Hotel. We'd 
forgotten that people would have seen us on 
the face. So we were astounded when we 
came out of the clouds and saw the hotel, 
some 600ft. below us, surrounded by a mass 
of small, moving dots. We couldn't make out 
what was going on . 
When we finally got down, it was a real 
circus, with newspapermen running every
where. All we could think about was thawing 
out in a hot bath as we had slight frostbite in 
our toes so we rushed into the hotel. 
Wiggerl stripped off and jumped straight 
into the bath with his frozen feet, but he 
leapt out again just as quickly for the water 
was very hot. The only way we could bear 
it was to sit crossways in the bath with our 
feet dangling over the edge. Eventually both 
of us were sitting in the same bath in this 
way, and at that point the photographers 
caught up with us and got some really funny 
pictures of two pairs of legs hanging over the 
edge of a bath ! 

Was this the best climb of your career? 

Yes, certainly, But it wasn't the only good 
climb I did . In some ways our ascent of the 
Walker Spur after the war was better. 

Why? 

Well - the Walker is the most classic, 
beautiful line in the Alps. It's an exceptionally 
fine route. Hermann Kollensberger and I went 
to make the eighth ascent. On the second 
day the weather broke and we had a really 
difficult climb. It took five days, but we were 
able to do it without using etriers and with 
only a few pitons for assistance. 
(Incidentally, I found flowers and marvellous 
stones on the Walker Spur - the landscape 
gardner in me appreciated that!) 

Had other parties left much gear on the 
route? 

Not much. When we were just below the 
summit ridge, a final cornice and a slab of ice 
barred our way. I gave it a tremendous bash 
with my axe and the whole lot fell away, 
revealing two pitons. One was Cassin 's, 
which he had placed to protect the icy bit ; 
the other was Lachenal's, which he had left 
as a sort of victory symbol, I believe. 
We descended to Courmayeur, and the 
following day went up to the Torino Hut and 
down the Mer de Glace to Chamonix. We 
found that Lachenal, Terray and Herzog had 
come out with a rescue party to help us, but 
seeing nothing had returned. Of course, we 
were fit and didn't need it anyway, but we 
were very grateful for their concern. 

Do you know Cassin? 

Yes, and I have a great respect for him. We 
have met on several occasions, but cannot 
converse very easily because of language 
difficulties, But you know, there is a bond 
that links climbers of all nationalities, well 
before they meet one another, They know 
each other's climbs and when they eventually 
come together it is as if they have known 
each other all the time. After the Direct Route 
was put up the Eiger, I was very pleased to 
meet Don Whillans and Dougal Haston and 
the others. We found that we all shared a 
common reason for climbing . 

You may have wondered why we rarely advertise. 
We beli eve that good climbing gear is its own 
advertisement, and news of the best equipment gets 
passed on by word of mouth. Advertising costs 
money, and we feel that this money is better spent 
on the development of constantly evolving products, 
rather than on fancy packaging and blowing our 
own trumpet. Anyway, one of the reasons we and 
other climbers go to the mountains is to escape 
from the world of commercial insincerity. 

Information sheets on CLOG gear can be obtained 
by writing to: Clogwyn Climbing Gear, Deiniolen, 
Caernarvon, North Wales. 

And Welzenbach , what sort of man was he? 

Willa - he was a very intelligent person, and 
well off too . An academic, I think. He 
concentrated on ice faces because on rock he 
was handicapped by his arm, which had been 
weakened by tuberculosis. Nevertheless, he 
was a very fine climber ; he achieved a great 
deal and, what is more important, was 
generous and never failed to give us advice 
or help when we talked to him. 

What about expeditions? Have you been 
on many? 

I went to the Himalaya for the first time in 
1954, with a big expedition. We went to the 
Karakoram where we hoped to climb 
Rakaposhi, but the whole venture was a 
failure. We had no maps, and we took so 
long to find the best way of approaching the 
mountain that there was no time left for 
climbing it. The expedition was led by my 
old friend Hias Rebitsch and included Marti 
Schliessler, Hans Zeiter, Gerhard Klamert and 
Dolf Meyer. After that I became more involved 
with small , private expeditions, acting as 
guide to other people. I would have liked to 
have gone on stronger expeditions with 
other climbers of course, but as a moneyless 
guide I did at least get the chance to travel 
all over the world with these private ventures. 
Heinrich Harrer commissioned me to go to 
Africa - to Ruwenzori and also to the Haggar 
mountains. Then I went to the Andes where 
we hoped to climb Huascaran. This was also 
a private expedition; but the man who paid 
for it found that he could not manage 
H uascaran, so we had to climb a smaller, less 
difficult peak instead - Palcaraju Chico. 
The next expedition was to Canada and the 
States, where I did Mount Waddington and 
climbed in the Rockies too - Glacier National 
Park, Eagle Peak and the Grand Teton . Fritz 
Wiessner came along as well. That was about 
the tenth ascent of Mount Waddington . 
I liked America a lot because only proper 
climbers are allowed on to the high peaks, so 
there is less chance of a serious accident. 
I think everyone should stay within his 
standards : it is not good if someone who is 
inexperienced ventures on to a difficult peak 
and has to be rescued . 

Didn't you find it very frustrating to go to 
the great ranges and only do easy climbs? 

Well of course I should have liked to have 
done difficult climbs, but if one's client is 
not a strong climber, one must be content 
with easier routes. 
I agree with Gaston Rebuffat when he says 
the chief duty of a gu ide is to ensure that the 
client enjoys his climbing . Then one is 
satisfied . It is a wonderful thing for a guide 
when he reaches the summit and his client 
is happy. 
You see, a guide can only climb to the 
standard that his client is able to follow. 
This is most important, so when one is 
guiding, one must forget ambition . The 
trouble is that by the time most clients are 
rich enough to finance these expeditions, 
they are no longer fit for difficult climbs and 
so need a guide, Most of my clients were like 
th is, so we didn't accomplish any climbs of 
great difficulty. Hard climbs I did in my spare 
time Those people who are well off and 
still good climbers do their climbs without 
a guide. 
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Tailor make your own Pack! 
Our ' 71 catalogue contains lots of new ideas, including mountaineering accessories. 

Write for one now to : Karrimore Products Ltd. Bell Street, Haslingden, Lanes. 
The only British Supplier to the International Everest Expedition 

It w as a pity not to have done some hard 
c limbs in th e An des, t hough. Palcaraju Chico 
is a very easy peak, and t he tw o vo lcanoes 
w e d id in M exico w ere hard ly c limbing - just 
interesting mou ntai n w alki ng. Still, it w as 
very enjoyable, and I was very pleased just to 
have been there. After all, I have had all the 
difficult climbing I needed in Europe! 

' Up till the "thirties, all cl i mbing, even extreme climbing 
had been mainly restricted to those who could afford the 
sport. The Munich climbers were different. They came 
from poorer circles and it sufficed only to have bread, 
sausage and an apple in their rucksacks, even for the 
hardest routes. Lack of money for travel was overcome by 
bicycle. And in those early days of the 1930's many people 
had more than enough free time. In Germany there was 
mass unemployment. Instead of waiting for unemployment 
benefit, these men went into the mounta ins, earned enough 
for the basic essentials in the huts by cutting wood, and 
undertook such extremely difficult routes in the surround 
ing mountains that they soon belonged to the ranks of the 
finest alpinists.' 
Anderl Heckmair - Alpine Journal 1970 

2 'On the 1st July, 1931 , two Germans, Heckmair and 
Kroner, made an attempt up the central couloir (of the 
Grandes Jorasses). A few days later two other Germans, 
Brehm and Ritt ler, started off by the same route. Thev fell 
and were killed, probably by avalanche or stonefall. Ttieir 
bodies were found a week later by Heckmair and Kron er, 
who were making another attempt.' 
Gaston Rebuff at in Starlight and Storm 

3 ' In 1936 a number of German parti es were prowling 
around the foot of the face ' (Eigerwand) . 
Gaston Rebut/at in Starlight and Storm 

4 ' ... the jingoistic fervour that developed in th e decade 
before the Second World War touched new heights of 
absurdity. Inevitably it was the Germans and th e Italians 
who carried it to its furthest extreme. Aflame with the hero
phi losophy of Nazi-Fascism and egged on by flag -wavers 
and tub-thumpers at home, brown- and black-sh irted 
young climbers began vying with one another in what they 
conceived to be feats of courage and skill. All or nothing 
was their watchword - victory or death . No risk was too 
great, no foolhardiness to be condemned, so long as their 
exploits brought kudos to the Vaterland or patria 
Seldom has there been an unhappier example of how 
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hysterical and perverted nationalism can infect even th e 
most unpolitical of human activities .. . there appeared to 
be an ever-growing supply of young men eager to devise 
still more spectacular and gruesome ways of killing 
themselves. Since the war a measure of sanity has been 
restored ; the hordes of storm-trooper heroes have 
disappeared, and the mountains are being given back 
again to those who understand and love them.' 
James Ramsey Ullman in The Age of Mountaineering 

5 Not all those trying the Eigerwand were bona -fide 
climbers however. Heckmair remarked in 1938 (about 
some of the sensation seeking imposters) . .. "They told 
everyone, who wanted or didn 't want to know, about their 
Eiger intentions. Not only we ourselves but also the 
Gtindlewald guides were rightly infuriated by them. These 
Alpine crooks were attracted by the Eiger as a moth is 
drawn to light .'-Editor 

6 "Just before the Second lcefield, I looked down our 
endless ladder of steps. Up it I saw the New Era ( Heckmair 
and Viirg) coming up at express speed. There were two 
men running, and I mean running, not climbing up it. For 
th ese two to have reached this point so early in the 
morning was positively amazing ... they were the best of 10 
all the Eiger candidates, Heckmair and Vorg wearing th eir 
12-point crampons .. . I felt quite ou tmoded in my na iled 
boots.' 
Heinrich Harrer in The White Spider 

7 Heckmair and Viirg were the first contend ers to consider 
the Eigerwand as an ice face, rather than a rock face 11 
broken by ice fields . This was reflected in their choic e of 
equipment. Whereas previous parties had taken more rock 
pegs than ice pegs, Heckmair and Vorg equipped th em
selves with a wide variety of ice pegs ranging in strength 
and size from 15 to 40 cm. They had half as many rock 
pegs, and also took the new 12-point crampons, which 
had only just become avai lable.-Editor 

8 The Eigerwand - still unscaled - continues to be an 
obsession for the mentally deranged of almost every 
nation. He who succeeds first may rest assured that he has 
accomplished the most imbecile variant since mountaineer
ing began. 
Edward L. Strutt (President of The Alpine Club) 1937. 

9 'The two Germans, Heckmair and Vorg, suddenly came 
across their " rivals", according to the term they use in the 
description of their climb. They had done everything to 
keep their coming to Grindelwald a secret. The two 
Austrians, Harrer and Kasparek, were probably not more 
pleased than the Germans, but they had no choice in the 
matter. Heckmair wrote : "We, the sons of the o lder Reich, 

united with our compan ions from the Eastern Border to 
march together to victory.'' After the second bivouac, the 
march to victory went on under constant threat of storms 
and avalanches. They had hardly leisure to eat. They 
watched fresh snow avalanches and timed them, so as to 
rush up as quickly as possible in the estimated intervals 
between th e falls. Yet, as they were very high by then, 
fallm_g stones were less frequent. On the third day, a 
ternf,c storm broke. The cold was so intense that the men's 
wet clothes froze almost at once, wrapping them in icy 
sheets. When they at last reached the summit, at 4 o 'clock 
in the afternoon, they were so exhausted they could 
hardly feel the elation of victory, and could only gather 
strength enough to rush down the normal route through a 
raging blizzard. Joy and pride came later. They were duly 
praised, and th e eager desire of all those who had com e 
before and had died on the face was at last gratified: the 
four men were presented to Hitler, who congratulated 
them on their achievement. This was their ··most splendid 
reward ". Normal climbers would have found an ample 
recompense in the hard-won victory itself, but German 
climbers are not normal.' 
Claire Engel in History of Mountaineering in the Alps 

'The significance of our conquest had not yet hit us. We 
only knew one thing : we have proved it. The Fuhrer wa s 
right when he said : " the word impossible is only for 
cowards."' 
From. The Eiger Climb (7 938 ) by Heckmair, Vorg, 
Kasparek and Harrer 

In The White Spider, Heinrich Harrer went to great lengths 
to dispel the impression left by the pre-war account of th e 
climb, with all its overtones of political motivation . In 
doing s_o he put up a strong defence for the genuine 
mountaineering motives of many of those who sought to 
climb the face in the pre-war years. Some of the book's 
reviewers saw this as a competent whitewashing job. 
J. E. B. Wright wrote in Mountain Craft: ' He is careful to 
avoid giving a single quote from the Nazi Volkische 
Beobachter which acc laimed, in sickening hyperbole, the 
first ascenders of the Eiger North Wall as national heroes.' 

Editor 



" ' theyre the lightest, 
warmest, sleeping bags 

in the world." 

... it's amazing the 
number of peq>le who 

agreewithus! 
■ British Mt. Everest Expedition, 1953 ■ British Kangchenjunga Expedition, 1955 ■ N.Z. Antarctic Expeditions, 
1956-71 ■ Australian Antarctic Expeditions, 1954-71 ■ British Trans-Antarctic Expeditions, 1957-58 ■ Jacobsen
McGill University Arctic Expedition, 1962 ■ Scottish Eiger Norevand Expedition, 1962 ■ N.Z. Andean Climbing 
Expedition, 1962 ■ Sir Edmund Hillary's Himalayan Expeditions, 1963-65-66 ■ Sir Edmund Hillary's Antarctic Ex
pedition, 1967 ■ British Antarctic Survey, 1967-69 ■ Sir Edmund Hillary's Himalayan Expedition, 1969 ■ British 
Trans-Arctic Expedition, 1968-69 ■ British, Australian, New Zealand Antarctic Survey, 1969-70. 

All seams are of BOX 
WALL CONSTRUCTION 
which is recognised as hav
ing the greatest warmth 
retention qualities. 

RIP STOP NY LON scienti
fically constructed cover
ings are now recognised as 
a real advantage in sleeping 
bag construction because 
of non-laddering qualities. 

Both Hillary and Tensing 
after testing at 27,900ft on 
Everest, gave their unsolicit
ed testimonial that these 
bags are the best that can 
be obtained anywhere in 
the world. 

Fairy down technology has 
been developed through 
science and the experience 
of over 40 LEADING EX
PEDITIONS in the coldest, 
severest climates of the 
world. 

-
Fairy down bags served 18 
MONTHS CONTINUOUS 
USE in the Arctic ... with 
the successful 1968-69 Brit
ish Trans-Arctic Expedition_ 

U.K.STOCKISTS:ABERDEEN F.Diack & Son. ACTON Pindisports. 
AMBLESIOE Frank Davis. BIRMINGHAM Frank Davis. CAPEL CURIG 
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Centre. NOTTINGHAM Roger Turner. SHEFFIELD Bryan G. Stokes. 

DI DOWN 
SLEEPING 
BAGS 

ii■ Internationally renowned products of Arthur 
Ellis & Co. Ltd., New Zealand. 
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Letters 
Views on Maestri's Cerro Torre ascent and Harding's new 
El Capitan climb. 

Wall of the Early Morning 
Light 

Sir, 
After careful consideration of 
this extraordinary rock-climbing 
feat, I wish to make a personal 
statement. 
I believe that the publicity 
generated by th is event is not 
related to the qualities of 
Yosemite and the natural scene, 
and I feel that such publicity 
reflects negatively upon the 
National Park Service ideals, the 
ideals of the Sierra Club and the 
spirit of mountaineering in 
general. I believe that rock 
climbing in its normal, healthy 
character is one of the finest uses 
of wilderness and should be 
strongly encouraged. But the 
super-spectacular 'engineering ' 
achievement of this latest ascent 
of El Capitan has little relation to 
the spirit of mountaineering and 
appreciation of the natural scene. 
I doubt if the owners of the 
Empire State Building or the 
Bank of America Centre would 
permit a direct ascent of their 
facades and the insertion of 
myriads of bolts necessary to 
achieve it. 
I resent the obvious publicity 
effort associated with th is event. 
Yours etc., 
Ansell Adams 

(The above letter from the 
eminent photographer and 
Yosemitephile, Ansell Adams, 
was first published in a West 
Coast magazine.) 

Sir, 
The most controversial film 
director of recent years is 
without doubt Jean Luc Godard. 
He has made an enormous 
number of films, including a few 
uncontested masterpieces ; and 
yet he always irritates the film 
world, because even his failures 
and partial successes are 
stimulating and innovative. 
Perhaps the most important 
reason for all this is that Godard 
has never been afraid to make 
a bad film I 
Much the same can be said of 
Warren Harding in the small 
world of Californian rock 
climbing. He has never hesitated, 
seemingly, before a climb that 
was too brutal, too slow, too 
ugly. One feels that elegance 
and purity are not among the 
motives underlying his 
conception of new routes, but 
rather a great creative energy 
that responds to the fact of an 
unclimbed wall without 
preconceptions of climbing 
style. Never afraid to make a 
bad climb, Warren has stepped 
outside the mere playing of 
traditional games ; from time to 
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time he invents new ones, and 
from time to time he even 
produces a masterpiece ! 
One such masterpiece (perhaps 
even accidentally so) is 
Harding 's latest route on El Cap : 
a great climb whose greatness 
is not in the climbing (much less 
in the publicity it received), but 
in the experiential content of 
such extended " life on a wall". 
Ifs probable that this model 
will be expanded into tomorrow's 
'directs' on the great walls of 
Patagonia and the Karakoram. 
Attacking this route on the 
grounds of over-bolting, as 
some will do once they have 
recovered from the initial impact 
of the thing, is the conservative 
reaction of an overly-refined 
(and hence stagnant) climbing 
sensibility. There were a lot of 
bolts, but the line was ugly and 
blank, rather than noble, and so 
remains its own justification. 
We can only wonder whether the 
bolts used on other recent 
ascents (I'm thinking of the 
Torre) were half as justified as 
Warren's. 
In the last analysis, a climb is 
neither the line followed, nor 
the summit reached, but the 
totality of what the climber does. 
A bolt can represent the 
climber's acceptance of one 
kind of difficulty, or his flight 
from another. The Wall of the 
Early Morning Light is a very 
important climb indeed, but its 
final importance will be what 
other climbers can do with it. 

Yours, etc., 
Lita Tejada-Flores 

Cerro Torre and El Capitan 

Dear Sir, 
Mountaineering, unlike war or 
space exploration, is an activity 
in which the participants accept 
certain constraints on the tech
nical means allowed to achieve 
their desired ends. Were this not 
so, the helicopter and the bolt 
gun would have solved all the 
last problems long ago. The 
sense of outrage felt by some 
American climbers about the 
recent routes on El Capitan and 
Cerro Torre, is a reaction to what 
appears to be unsportsmanlike 
behaviour. Mountaineering is a 
game with loosely defined rules, 
but they are nonetheless rules. 
A fine ascent is one that accepts 
the ground rules and is carried 
out in good style, while ascents 
that transgress the rules are 
discredited, and may even be 
discounted as ascents by the 
body of mountaineering opinion . 
The ascent of the Wall of the Early 
Morning Light seems to many to 
be a case where the minimal use 
of bolts to connect crack systems 

has given way to wholesale 
reliance on bolts to create a route 
in an area where some of the 
best climbers of the day have 
tried, and failed, to make what 
they considered a logical climb. 
The climb itself may be regret
table, but its worst result for 
young climbers may be the trend 
it represent,;. The mass media 
now have evidence of a 
connection between value, time 
spent, and the number of bolts 
driven, when in fact the opposite 
may be true. The fact that the 
climb took 27 days is, from the 
climbing standpoint, an indication 
of its laboriousness and of its 
expeditionary nature in non 
expeditionary terrain . The 
ambitious Yosemite big wall 
specialist could well turn his 
attention from making yet more 
routes on El Capitan and Half 
Dome (which, in the opinion of 
some, are already oversupplied), 
and move to the great walls in 
the mountains. These walls have 
all the true mountain problems 
of access, weather, and so on, 
and suffer from the additional 
disadvantage that they are not 
in a natural arena where publicity 
or rescues can be obtained 
easily. They are where big 
mountaineering begins and stunt 
climbing ends. The bolt chopping 
on the WML by Robbins and 
Lauria is perhaps an acting out 
of a sentiment shared by many. 
We can be sure that it will not 
concern Harding unduly, but it 
may ease the conscience of some. 
The question of who is the judge 
and who the judged is rather 
obscure, but those who set 
themselves up as arbiters of 
ethics must be prepared to have 
their own standards closely 
scrutinized. Having done this 
bolt chopping we should not 
stop here, but also chop some 
from Robbins' own route, 
Tis-sa -ack on Half Dome, which 
has more than we might care for. 

yours, 
Chris Jones. 

Sir, 
My most sincere condolences in 
this time of bereavement. The 
demise of rock climbing has long 
been expected, but that it should 
have happened in this particular 
manner is shocking. One month 
after El Cap, Harding 's right arm 
is obsolete. 
A well -versed but non-climbing 
friend of mine suggested that 
perhaps Cerro Torre should still 
be considered unclimbed. He 
quotes the precedent set in this 
country by the ascent of the 
Devil's Tower, a volcanic plug in 
Wyoming. The real first ascent 
was made by some brave farmers 
who built a ladder up one of the 

columns, by hammering rungs 
into a bong-sized crack and 
nailing a vertical board on th e 
outside. Mountaineering 
historians have not considered 
this the first ascent of the Tower, 
even though it was far more 
difficult and daring than the first 
'true' mountaineering ascent. 
It was also suggested to me, by 
a very eminent mountaineering 
pundit, that Maestri would have 
saved himself a lot of work by 
having a fixed line strung over 
the summit by helicopter. The net 
result would have been the same. 

Sincerely, 
Galen Rowell. 

The Edit or replies t o t he 
letters in M ountain 13 & 15 

The recent letters criticizing our 
editorial policy display a 
distaste for the growing 
commercialization of climbing. 
It is a distaste that we share 
wholeheartedly. Unfortunately, 
just as expeditions have to 
solicit support from various 
commercial sources, so we have 
to become involved with sundry 
commercial enterprises. The 
advertisements we publish 
enable us to maintain the 
magazine's quality without an 
undue increase in price, and 
many of them are of considerable 
interest to climbers since they 
convey useful information about 
new equipment, new shops, 
new books, and so on. 
The crucial question, of course, 
is: how long a spoon do you 
need to sup with the Devil? We 
admit that many of the 
advertisements that appear on 
our pages would not be hot 
favourites for design awards, 
and we appreciate that 
photographs of little girls 
wearing crash helmets may 
induce hot sweats among our 
more cloistered readers. But, 
although we do our best to 
encourage better standards, the 
advertisers themselves are the 
final arbiters as to whether or 
not their promotions are 
achieving the desired results. 
We would reassure our critics, 
however, that although we are 
fully prepared to come to terms 
with the realities of magazine 
publication this does not mean 
that we are prepared to follow 
the example of certain TV 
producers, professional climbers 
and expedition leaders in their 
apparently thoughtless 
exploitation of the sport. We are 
more watchful than you think, 
and we do try to sort valid 
publicity and information from 
the more transient and worthless 
kind which understandably 
offends our critics. 



New Books 
New Yosemite guidebook. 

Climber's Guide to Yosemite 
Valley 
by Steve Roper 
Sierra Club: $6.95 
The hard granite and the hot 
sun, the controversies and the 
climbs, the fascination and the 
failures, all combine to make 
Yosemite Valley the most 
important climbing area in North 
America. 
The appearance of a new guide 
to the valley that we all love 
and hate so fiercely is a 
significant event, and Steve 
Roper has not let us down. Th e 
descriptions are concise and 
accurate, while the accom
panying photographs of the 
major cliffs (strangely, the East 
Face of El Capitan is absent) are 
quite excellent. Roper"s original 
guide to Yosemite contained 
some memorable statements, and 
the new one, too, has a number 
of gems : "A Direct Route is often 
the second route done on the 
wall ; rarely is it more direct 
than the first" ... and, on the 
subject of rurps : " Girls often 
carry rurps on key chains; it 
seems safe to say that more 
rurps are sold for reasons of 
status than for actual use". 
It is good to see that the well 
tested decimal system has been 
retained. The UIAA system is 
included by way of a 
comparison, and the absurd 
complexity of this bastard child 
of climbing bureaucracy lends 
credence to Roper"s thoughts 
on the matter : 

" Proponents of a national or 
even an international system 
sometimes seem out of touch 
with the mainstream of local 
climbing philosophies. 
Idealistically, an international 
system is as desirable as 
Esperanto - a fine, doomed 
idea". 
Although Roper says less about 
bolts in this new guide, we are 
left in no doubt as to his 
opinion : " In the ego-search for 
new routes, climbers have lately 
taken to finding exceptionally 
tenuous lines up 'blank' w alls. 
This has led to an increase in 
bolting and has opened up the 
possibility of new climbs every 
few yards ... Is climbing 
progressing?" The book itself is 
well produced, with clear 
typography and a sensible plastic 
cover. The novel idea of using 
screws instead of conventional 
binding is useful in that it will 
enable supplements to be 
inserted as and when they are 
published, and the overall 
strength of the book does not 
seem to have suffered. 
This is likely to be the American 
climber's bible for many years 
to come. 
Chris Jones 

The guide is obtainable from: 
The Sierra Club, 1050 Mills 
Tower, San Francisco, 
California, U.S.A. 
In U.K. send £3.20 
to Gaston's Alpine Books. 

Gaston's Alpine Books 
Old and New Books Club Journals 
Mountain Worlds - Guide Books - Special 
Maps - Books and Libraries purchased . 

134 KENTON ROAD · HARROW · MIDDX. HA3 SAL 
Telephone 01 - 907 8549 
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BOOTS BY 

TREIETA, LA ROBUSTA, 
SCARPA 

Before you ca n master nature. You've 
got to master your own equipment. 
Like Scarpa boots from Berghaus. 
Tough. Strong . And techni cally, 
w ay ahea d ofthei rtim e. 
Ask your specialist 
shop to unlease th e might 
of Scarpa for you . It's 
a simple case of 
man over matter. 

For the enthusiastic fell 
walker. Seamless, one piece 
leather upper, bellows 
tongue and 
Veldtschoen 
sole for 
extreme comfort 
and waterproofing . 

FITZROY 
The pinnacle of perfection for the 
experienced climber and at a 
reasonable price. Tough, reversed 
leather upper double stitched 
stiffened Montagna Block Sole. 

Made expressly for the 
' lightweight' walker and 'go-fast' 

man . One piece upper. 
Fully padded sewn-in 

tongue ; bonded vibram 
type sole. In leather 
or suede. 

Where quality and comfort is of 
paramount importance this boot is 
a must. Unique double roll top 

eliminates ankle discomfort 
and minimizes 'breaking 
in' period. Close welted 
sole. 

Berghaus Ltd., 34 Dean St., Newcastle Upon Tyne. Tel. 23417 
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don't judge your 
equipment on the face of it! 

choose the gear that won't let you down 
Another evolution in climbing. It seems to happen 

every time we bring out a new catalogue . 
. Copies are already with the climbers we know. Write for yours to-day. 

Both gear and clothing are at prices climbers can afford. 
Just compare. Revolutions do happen, but only after you have 

missed an edition of our catalogue. 

IWSBRIGHAI 
MANCHESTER (Post Department) 
6-14, CATHEDRAL ST. M4 3FU TEL: 061 -834 0161 
LIVERPOOL 
73, BOLD ST. LIVER POOL TEL: 051 -709 6912 
CAPEL CURIG 
THE OUTPOST,SNOWDONIA. TEL: CAPEL CURIG 232 
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Fisher 
POSTAL SERVICE 

Borrowdale Road, Keswick 
Tel: .72178 

New Rucksacks 
Fisher's Mail Order department handles 
many inexpensive items of equipment. 
We specialize in quality gear at reason
able prices. 

GREAT VALUE, AS ALWAYS. STRONG WELL-DESIGNED FUNCTIONAL 

RUCKSACKS AT A REASONABLE PRICE. TWO MODELS TO SUIT THE 

NEEDS OF ALL MOUNTAINEERS. SEND FOR THEM ON 7 DAYS APPROVAL, 

AND SEE FOR YOURSELF. 

FISHER 
MOUNTAIN EXTENDABLE 
PRICE (Middle, without pocket 
on top) £6.30 
(Left, with top pocket) £6.63 

Made in red canvas with practical 
but simple top fastening. Absolutely 
snow proof. Illustrations show it in 
both the closed and extended 
positions. 

INCLUDE 25p FOR POSTAGE AND PACKING. 

FISHER 
MOUNTAIN DAY SACK 
PRICE ONLY £6.25 

This small and inexpensive day 
sack is made from very hardwear
ing canvas with fasteners for 
crampons and ice axe. The flap, 
which includes a zipped pocket, is 
covered with orange Day-Glow 
PVC to make it easy to find when 
set down. 
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